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Abstract 
The concept of regular category Cl] has several 2-dimensional analogues depending upon 
which special arrows are chosen to mimic monies. Here, the choice of the conservative arrows, 
leads to our notion of faithfully conservative bicategory X in which two-sided discrete 
fibrations become the arrows of a bicategory 9 = DFib(X). While the horncategories 9(B, A) 
have finite limits, it is important to have conditions under which these finite “local” limits are 
preserved by composition (on either side) with arrows of 9. In other words, when are all 
fibrations in LX? flat? Novel axioms on X are provided for this, and we call a bicategory 
S’ modulated when sP’ 1s such a X. Thus, we have constructed a proarrow equipment 
( )* : A? + ~2 (in the sense of [28]) with A = Y C c00p. Moreover, A is locally finitely cocomplete 
and certain collages exist [23]. 
In the converse direction, if A’ is any locally countably cocomplete bicategory which admits 
finite collages [23], then the bicategory A* of maps in A is modulated. (Recall from [26, 
p 2661, that a l-cell in a bicategory is called a map when it has a right adjoint.) 
Introduction 
The characterisation of bicategories %--Mod, whose objects are categories with 
horns enriched in the base bicategory ?Y and whose arrows are modules, was achieved 
in [23]. The main requirements on a bicategory A? that it should be biequivalent to 
-W-Mod are the existence of coproducts, Kleisli constructions and local colimits 
preserved by composition on either side with an arrow. We call such an A! a cosmos. 
Any “Cauchy generating” set of objects of M would then form a suitable W. Also see 
ISI. 
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An arrow of J%? is called [26] a map when it has a right adjoint. An enriched 
category is called Cauchy complete when it admits all absolute (weighted) limits (or, 
equally, colimits) [13, 251. The maps f: A -+ B in W-Mod can be identified with 
w-functors f: Z?A + S!B between Cauchy completions. We write JL‘* for the sub- 
bicategory of J%’ obtained by restricting the arrows to maps. A suitable notation for 
(w-Mod)* is thus (W-Cat),,. 
The main motivation for the present paper was to attempt to characterise bi- 
categories of the form (%““-Cat),,. This means we looked for conditions on a bi- 
category Z (involving limits, colimits, inherent factorisation systems, and the like) 
which would ensure that Z was equivalent to JH* for a cosmos A. Apart from its 
intrinsic interest for enriched category theory, this question is relevant to the work of 
Pitts [17] and to the theory of quantales [4, 15, 161. 
We were also guided by the challenge of keeping external set theory to a minimum. 
So our development requires only first-order (“elementary”) concepts. The replace- 
ment of “finite” by “small” is easily achieved. 
Because of results of Street [22] and Wood [29], there was no doubt about how to 
construct J_@ from 2; the arrows had to be two-sided codiscrete cofibrations in Y?. 
The problem was to find elementary conditions on 2 to ensure that J%’ became 
a bicategory and had the desirable properties, especially local finite cocompleteness. 
Because the reader may be familiar with the construction of the bicategory of relations 
from a regular category, and since our situation resembles the dual of this, we have 
decided to present the work in terms of %? = %‘Op rather than L% itself. This has the 
advantage that fibrations are generally more familiar than cofibrations, and preserva- 
tion of finite limits by composition (“tensoring”) with a fibration is a familiar flatness 
condition. 
In the Sections 2 and 3, we review the required limits, special arrows and factorisa- 
tion systems in a bicategory. An arrow is conservative when a 2-cell into its source can 
be declared invertible if its composite with our arrow is invertible. The dual of 
conservative is liberal, while strong liberals can be defined from conservatives similarly 
to the way that strong epimorphisms are derived from monomorphisms [9]. Faith- 
fully conservational bicategories are defined analogously to regular categories in [6] 
beginning with conservative arrows in place of monomorphisms. The main result 
(Theorem 2.19) of these sections is that stability of strong liberals under pseudopull- 
back implies each strong liberal is a coinverter of some 2-cell. In Section 3, we 
interpret the concepts of the earlier sections in the 2-categories Cat, Catcc, Lex, Rex, 
and their duals. The calculus of discrete fibrations in a faithfully conservative bi- 
category %” is developed in Section 4; in particular, we construct the bicategory 
DFib(x) whose objects are those of x and whose arrows are two-sided discrete 
fibrations. 
The definition offaithful arrow given in Section 2 deserves some comment. This is 
known as the representable definition, since all it says is that an arrow j is faithful 
precisely when, for each object X, the functor obtained by applying the representable 
x(X, -) to j is faithful. The faithful arrows in V-Cat are simply those Y-functors 
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which have a faithful underlying ordinary functor, rather than the more appropriate 
V-faithful ones. In fact, many of the definitions of Section 2 are inappropriate when 
interpreted in V-Cat, and so we do not do that here, rather we are interested in 
considering them in the context of the strong dual (V-Catc,)“P. Such definitions do 
make good sense in (“Y--Cat,,)“p; it is that bicategory which is of central importance 
here, just as it was for Street in [22]. 
Notice that in Section 6 we give a definition of fully faithful map which is not the 
representable one, and does coincide with V-fully faithfulness when interpreted for 
maps in V-Mod. There is a corresponding definition of faithful map, and therefore it 
might be said that we should have adopted the prefix “representable” for the notion 
considered in earlier sections. We have not done so, simply because we only apply the 
representable notion in the very different context of the bicategory (V-Catcc)‘P. We 
hope that contextual variety will serve to distinguish the two possible uses of the word 
“faithful”. 
In Section 5, a bicategory YP is defined to be modulated when sop is faithfully 
conservational and two extra axioms about strong conservatives in 2 are satisfied. 
The reader should keep in mind the example of Z = (V-Cat),, where the strong 
conservatives are fully faithful functors between the Cauchy complete V-enriched 
categories. We show that the bicategory _/Z = CodCofib(Z) = DFib(X“‘P)COoP of 
codiscrete cofibrations in a modulated bicategory Z is locally finitely cocomplete. 
This is deduced from the result that the “inclusion” ( )*:&+ -+ &’ preserves tensors 
with certain finite categories. This inclusion also preserves, so that ~4’ has, finite 
coproducts. A principal result here is the construction of the collage of any arrow in 
JL?. Some questions still remain. We are unable to show that ( ),:z& + &’ preserves 
pseudopushouts; perhaps another axiom is required. A related problem is that we are 
unable to construct general finite collages in &z’. Then there is the question of whether 
each map in & is isomorphic to f, for some arrow fof 2. These questions need to be 
resolved before our motivating problem can be fully answered. 
Finally, in Section 6, we show that, if J%’ is any locally finitely cocomplete bi- 
category which admits finite collages and free monads on endo-arrows, then Jz’* is 
modulated and the inclusion .&‘* + ~4’ preserves finite colimits. 
1. Review of limits in bicategories 
1.1. The appropriate limits for bicategories were introduced in [22]. These limits 
differ from those appropriate for 2-categories [21] in that they are only unique up to 
equivalence, not up to isomorphism. Our purpose in this section is to recall the 
general definition and to give examples needed in the present paper. Since the general 
definition is a representable one, it suffices to give the examples in the bicategory Cat 
of categories, functors and natural transformations. In order to avoid the confusing 
“bi” prefix in terminology such as “bilimit” and “biproduct” (since these could also 
mean that they, at the same time, provide the dual notion), we have adopted the policy 
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of using the 2-categorical name for the limit when it is understood that we are working 
bicategorically (even if we are working in a 2-category). However, one should be aware 
that some 2-categorical limits (pullbacks and equalisers for example) do not survive 
this passage to bicategories, and so have no role for them. 
1.2. Suppose J,S: & + Cat are homomorphisms of bicategories. Write SJ for the 
category whose objects are strong transformations ( = pseudo-natural transforma- 
tions) J + S, and whose arrows are modifications [a]. Observe that, for all X, there is 
a canonical equivalence of categories 
Cat (X, SJ) LCat(X, S)J 
1.3. Now suppose J: d + Cat, S: _G@’ + Z are homomorphisms of bicategories. A 
J-weighted limit of S consists of an object SJ of x and a strong transformation 
2: J(-) + X(SJ, S(-)) such that, for all objects X of x, the functor 
X(X, SJ) 2X(X, s)J, u HX(U, S)o;l 
is an equivalence of categories. The representable nature of this general definition 
allows us to describe various examples by merely explaining them in Cat. We do not 
need to exhibit the weight homomorphism J in each case. The reader who has had no 
experience in this may refer to [ll], [21] and [22]. 
A J-weighted colimit of a homomorphism T:sfoP -+ X is a J-weighted limit of 
T regarded as a homomorphism ~2 -+ xop. For each of our examples below there is 
a dual version for which the prefix “co” is used. We have no need here for examples 
which give new constructions when % is replaced by the weak dual Z?‘“. 
1.4. The product of two categories is defined in the obvious way by taking, as the set of 
arrows, the Cartesian product of the sets of arrows. The product of objects A, B in 
~7 consists of an object A x B, and arrows 
AAAxB-B 
PB 
(called projections) in %, such that the induced functor 
X(X, AxB) A X(X, A) x x(X, B) 
is an equivalence for all objects X E K Of course, products of families of objects are 
now defined in the obvious way. In particular (the empty family case), a terminal object 
1 for _z? is defined by the condition that each ,X(X, 1) is equivalent to the terminal 
category II. 
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1.5. The comma category f J g of two functors forming a cospan 
A&C-B 
is a familiar construction [14]. The objects are triples (a, y :fu + gb, b) where a,b are 
objects of A, B and y is an arrow of C. An arrow (tl, p): (a, y, b) + (a’, y’, b’) consists of 








where 2 is the natural transformation whose component at the object (a, y, b) is the 
arrow y. The comma object of a cospan f;g as above, but now in our bicategory X, 
consists of a diagram in X in the form of the last square, which induces an equivalence 
of categories 
X(X,flg) --=+~(X, f) 1 -x(X, 9). 
1.6. The pseudopullback of functors fi A -+ C, g : B + C is the full subcategory A, x,B 
(or, less precisely A x,B) off 1 g consisting of those objects (a, y :fu -+ gb, b) for which 
the arrow y is invertible. This sits in a square like the one for the comma category (l), 
but this time the 2-cell in our square is invertible. The left arrow in this square is 
sometimes denoted by pr, and the top arrow by prz. It should be clear now how to 
define the pseudopullback of a cospan in X. We also use the terminology that the 
arrow on the top (respectively, at the left) of a pseudopullback square is a pseudopull- 
buck of the arrow on the bottom (respectively, at the right). 
1.7. Proposition. Suppose that the right-hand square in the diagram 
7-Y-l” 
‘I E “I = I 
D-A-C 
h f 
exhibits H us a comma object of Lg. The whole pasted diagram exhibits K us a comma 
object off h,g ifund only if the left-hand square is a pseudopullback of h,p. 0 
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1.8. For categories @, D we have the functor category Dc. This leads to the cotensor 
product A’ of the object A of .3? with a category @, which comes equipped with 
a functor @ + x(Ac:, A), inducing an equivalence of categories 
(Of course, the dual of cotensor is tensor, not cocotensor!) 
1.9. The pseudoequaliser of two functors f, g : A + B is the category C whose objects 
are pairs (a, /I: fu + ga) where a is an object of A and /I is an invertible arrow of B, 
and whose arrows a:(~, @) + (a’, fi’) are arrows ~1: a + a’ of A such that 
/I’ 0 f(u) = g(a)0 /I. Also, we have the forgetful functor u: C + A and a canonical 
invertible 2-cell fu dgu. This leads to the corresponding limit in xx: 
a pseudoequaliser of a pair of arrows L g : A + B is an arrow u: C -+ A together with an 
invertible 2-cell fu = gu which induces an equivalence between ,X(X, C) and the 
pseudoequaliser of the functors x(X,f), x(X, g) for all X. 
1.10. The inuerter of a natural transformation o:f 3 g: A + B is the full subcategory 
of A consisting of the objects a for which the component a,:fu --f ga is invertible. An 
inverter for a 2-cell CT: f * g: A + B in x is thus an arrow u: C + A which induces an 
equivalence between the category xX(X, C) and the inverter of the natural transforma- 
tion x(X, a). 
1.11. The invertee of a functor f: A + B is the full subcategory C of the category A’ of 
arrows of A consisting of those arrows inverted by f: There is a canonical 2-cell 
L:u + u: C + A with fJ. invertible. The reader should now be able to define an 
invertee for an arrow in G-K 
1.12. The equifier (resp. equinverter) of two natural transformations o,z:f *g: A + B 
is the full subcategory of A consisting of the objects a for which o. = z, (resp. o. = z, 
and oa is invertible). The bicategoricai limit should be clear. 
1.13. A bicategory x is said to beJinitely complete when it admits all limits weighted 
by homomorphisms J: 1;9 -+ Cat such that JZI is a finite bicategory and each J(A) is 
a finitely presentable category. 
1.14. Theorem (Street [22, 271). Every bicategory which admits a terminal object, 
pseudopullbacks, and cotensor products with the arrow category 2 is jinitely com- 
plete. 0 
1.15. A pseudopushout of a pair of arrows j:X + Y, f:X + A in x is of course their 
pseudopullback in xop. As a special example, we shall describe the pseudopushout 
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P of j,f in Cat in the special case where X is a full subcategory of Y, closed under 
isomorphs (replete), and j is the inclusion. First the equality obj(P) = obj(A) + 
(obj( Y) - obj(X)) determines the objects of P. The category A is a full subcategory 
of P, let the inclusion be called g:A -+ P. The other homsets of P are given 
by coends 
x 
P(4 Y) = A (a, fx) x Y(jx, Y), 
s x P(Y, a) = Y(Y,jX) x A(fx, 4, 
s x,x’ P(Y, Y') = Y(y,jx) x AW, fx’) x Y(jx’, ~'1, 
where a E A, y, y’ E Y, y,y’ $ X. Composition in P is given in the obvious way using the 
compositions of A and Y. There is a functor h: Y +Pgivenbyhy=yfory$X,and 
hx = fx for x E X. So we have an actual equality hj = gf; not just an isomorphism. In 
fact (P, g, h) provide a pushout for j, f as well as a pseudopushout. This extends 
Proposition 6.17 of [22]. 
2. Conservative and liberal arrows 
2.1. An arrow j:X + Yin a bicategory z%/ is called conservative when, for all 2-cells 
D: u * v: K --f X, if ja is invertible then so is 0 itself. That is, when, for all objects K, 
the functor 
X((K, X) z!!W,X(K, Y) 
is conservative ( = reflects isomorphisms). This condition holds precisely when the 
identity 2-cell of the identity arrow of X is an invertee (1.11) for j. Clearly, j is 
conservative in 3? iff it is conservative in xc”“. 
2.2, An arrow in L% is called liberal when it is conservative in xop. 
2.3. Suppose ~4? admits cotensoring with the arrow category 2. Then j:X + Y is 
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2.4. Any arrow isomorphic to a conservative arrow is conservative. Any composite of 
conservative arrows is conservative. If kj is conservative then so is j. Conservative 
arrows are stable under pseudopullback. 
2.5. Suppose J:& -+ Cat, S, T:s? + 37 are homomorphisms of bicategories and 
suppose s admits the J-weighted limits SJ, TJ of S, T. If each component of a strong 
transformation 4: S + T is conservative then so is the induced arrow qJ:SJ + TJ. 
2.6. An arrow j: X + Y is faithful when, for all 2-cells a,r: u * v: K + X, if ja = jr 
then a = r. That is, when, for all objects K, the functor x(K, j) is faithful. 
2.7. An arrow j:X -+ Y is pseudomonic when it is faithful and, for all pairs of arrows 
a,b: K + X and all invertible 2-cells [:ja * jb, there exists a 2-cell q: a 3 b such that 
jn = [. (It follows that v] is uniquely determined and invertible.) Note that j is 
pseudomonic iff the following square is a pseudopullback. 
x l -x 
1 I I E j 
x j *Y 
Each pseudomonic is conservative. An arrow is pseudoepic in 3” when it is pseudo- 
manic in xop. 
2.8. Suppose z%? admits cotensoring with the discrete category 2 dz II + Il. Then 
j:X --+ Y is pseudomonic iff the following square in a pseudopullback. 
diag 
x-x2 
j I .z J 
Y-Y2 
diag 
2.9. All inverters and equinverters are pseudomonic. 
2.10. A functor f:A + B is an equivalence iff it is pseudomonic and the functor 
f’: A” + B’ is surjective up to isomorphism on objects. 
2.11. An arrow e: A -+ B in a bicategory 3? is called strong liberal (abbreviated to slib) 
when, for all conservative arrows j: X + Y, the following square is a pseudopullback 
of categories. 
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e4 Xl 
K(e, X) -w, w 
I I 
1 
a% Y) KG% Y) 4% Y) 
An arrow in X is strong conservative (abbreviated to scan) when it is slib in Xop. 
2.12. Strong liberals are closed under composition. If eh is strong liberal and h is 
either pseudoepic or strong liberal then e is strong liberal. An arrow which is both 
strong liberal and conservative is an equivalence. 
2.13. Every slib e: A + B satisfies the following condition: each square 
l4 I I N - v 
X-Y 
J 
in which j is conservative, factorises uniquely up to isomorphism as 






x j -Y 
When X admits cotensoring with the arrow category 2, this condition implies e is slib. 
(Apply the condition to both j and j’ to get the pseudopullback of 2.11.) 
2.14. If X admits all inverters then all strong liberals are liberal. For, suppose e: A -+ B 
is slib, and suppose Be invertible. Let j be an inverter for 8; so e %’ ju for some u. By 
2.12, since j is conservative, there exists w such that u g we and jw g 1. The latter gives 
8 invertible (since ejw is). So e is liberal. 0 
2.15. If X admits cotensoring with the discrete category 2 then strong liberal arrows are 
pseudoepic. For all objects K, the diagonal K + K2 is conservative. Substituting this 
for j in the pseudopullback of 2.11, we see from 2.8 that X(e, K) is pseudomonic. So 
e is pseudoepic. 
2.16. Each left adjoint with invertible counit is the coinverter of the unit. Dually, each 
right adjoint with invertible unit is the coinverter of the counit. Our next result shows 
that this gives two interesting classes of strong liberals. 
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2.17. Each coinverter is strong liberal. This follows representably from the fact that, in 
the following diagram of ordinary categories 
s 
X-Y ----i-T-Z > 
u ! E ” Lz w V ‘I 
x-y-Y' 7-Z * 
if f,f’ are inverters of 0,8’ and w is conservative then the square u, f ‘, v, f is 
a pseudopullback. q 
2.18. Definition. A bicategory X will be called conservational when it satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(i) it is finitely complete; 
(ii) each pseudopullback of a strong liberal is strong liberal; 
(iii) cotensoring ( )” with the arrow category 2 preserves strong liberal arrows; 
(iv) for each arrow f; there exists a conservative arrow j, a strong liberal arrow e, 
and an invertible 2-cell f * je. 
2.19. Theorem. In a conservational bicategory, every strong liberal arrow is a coinver- 
ter. 
Proof. For any arrow e: A + B, the invertee rc,: K, 3 A of e corresponds to the 
pseudopullback k,:K, + A’ of the diagonal B --) B’ along e’: A” -+ B’. We shall use 
this notation below. 
Assume e is slib. We shall show that e is the coinverter of K,. In view of 2.15, 2.10 
and the existence of ( )“, it suffices to show that each g:A --) C, with glc, invertible, 
factors up to isomorphism through e. For this apply 2.18(iv) to the arrow 
(e, g):A + B x C to obtain a conservative (u, v):D + B x C and a slib s:A + D with 
US z e, us E g. Since s,e are slib, so too is u (2.12). We have pseudopullbacks: 
Now (u, v)Ic,r g (u, V)SK, E (e, g)xe g (elc,, gx,,) is invertible. Since (u, v) is conserva- 
tive, Ic,r is invertible. By 2.18(ii), (iii) and 2.14, r is liberal; so K, is invertible. So u is 
conservative. So u is an equivalence 2.10. So g E us z vwe, where w is any inverse 
equivalence for u. 0 
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2.20. Remark. Perhaps the reader will have noticed that in the above proof we 
needed only the weaker form of 2.18(ii): a pseudopullback of a strong liberal is liberal. 
2.21. In a conservational bicategory, if e: A + B, e’: A’ --+ B’ are strong liberal, so is 
e x e’: A x A’ + B x B’. This follows from the fact that e x A’, B x e’ are pullbacks of 
e,e’ along projections, and e x e’ is isomorphic to their composite (2.12). 
2.22. An object A of a bicategory x is called groupoidal when every 2-cell 
rs:u * v:X + A is invertible. This is the same as saying that (the unique up to 
isomorphism) A + 1 is conservative (provided %C has a terminal object 1). Write Gx 
for the full subbicategory of %C consisting of the groupoidal objects. 
2.23. If LK satisfies 2.18 then the inclusion of G%? in x has a left biadjoint 
7~: L%? + GY whose value at A is given by factoring A --+ 1 as a strong liberal A + 71 A 
followed by a conservative zA + 1. 
2.24. Proposition. If X is conservational then the homomorphism 71: X + G.X 
preserves products. 
Proof. By 2.21, A x B -+ xA x nB is slib; and by 2.4 the composite of the pair 
nAxxB+lxl -1 is conservative. So n(A x B) -=+~AxxB. 0 
2.25. Definition. A bicategory x is called faithfully conservational when it is conser- 
vational and every conservative arrow is faithful (2.6). In this case, every groupoidal 
object A is discrete in the sense that each horn category x(X, A) is equivalent to 
a discrete category. We write DC% instead of Gx. 
2.26. There is a slice bicategory X/U obtained from any bicategory x and an object 
U thereof. The horn category (,X/U)(u, v) is the pseudoequaliser (1.9) of the two 
functors u!,vo- : X(A, B) + X(A, U) which are constant at u and composition with 
v, respectively. The arrows (J v):u + v of x/U are pictured as triangles: 
The composition of X/U is obtained by pasting triangles in the obvious way. 
2.27. Proposition. If X is (faithfully) conservational then so is each slice X/U. The 
forgetful homomorphism X/U -+ X preserves and reflects pseudopullbacks, conserva- 
tives and strong liberals. 
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Proof. The pseudopullback of (f, u): u + w and (g,p): v + w in .X/U is just obtained 
from the pseudopullback of f and g. A terminal object for .X/U is the identity 
lLi: U -+ U. The cotensor product of the object u E X/U with 2 is either of the 
isomorphic arrows K, + U coming from the invertee K, of u. So X/U is finitely 
complete. An arrow (f; u):u -+ u with f conservative in X is clearly conservative in 
X/U. An arrow (f, v): u -+ u with f a coinverter in .X is clearly a coinverter in X/U. 
This last result implies another similar one for strong liberals by 2.17 and Theorem 
2.19. 
Now given an arrow (A v):u + u, factorise f as f r je with j conservative and e slib 
in X, and then we obtain the desired factorisation u + vj + u of (f; u) in X/U. It 
follows that (A v) is slib in X/U iff f is in X. It then follows that a pseudopullback of 
a slib in X/U is slib. Since the arrow K, -+ K, induced on invertees by e: A + B can 
be obtained as the pseudopullback of ee along K, + B’, we also have 2.18(iii) for 
X/U. 0 
2.28. Proposition. Suppose M is a doctrine [22] (2.1@ on the (faithfully) ctmservational 
bicategory X such that the underlying endo-homomorphism of M preserves strong 
liberal arrows. Then the bicategory XM [22] (2.19) of algebras for M is (faithfully) 
conservational. The forgetful homomorphism XM + X preserves and rejects finite 
limits and strong liberal arrows. 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
3. Examples and non-examples 
3.1. Proposition. An arrow e: A + B in Cat is liberal #each object b E B is a retract of 
an object of the form ea for some a ; A. 
Proof. Suppose e: A + B satisfies the condition. Let cr:u au: B + C be a natural 
transformation for which oe is invertible. Then each component gea is invertible. By 
naturality, each ran is a retract of a gea, and so is invertible itself. Therefore c is 
invertible and it follows that e is liberal. 
Conversely, suppose e: A + B is liberal. Then its coinvertee is invertible. Since the 
usual inclusion Cat + Mod preserves weighted colimits [3], the coinvertee of e in 




B(b, ea) x B(ea, b’) -----+B(b, b’) 
is surjective [23, Proposition 11. So there exists b + ea, ea + b with composite the 
identity of b, as required. 0 
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3.2. Let Cat,, denote the full subbicategory of Cat consisting of those small categories 
in which idempotents split. 
3.3. Remark. Neither Cat nor Cat,, is conservational. 
Proof. Let A be the free category generated by the graph 
Let X be the category generated by the graph 
subject to the relation BP = 1,. The functor f:A -+ X, given by 
.fe = P, fa = l,, f4 = 0, 
is in Cat,,. The functor e:A + 3, taking a, b, c, d to 0, 1, 1,2 is a coinverter for the 
invertee off: If Cat or Cat,, were conservational, we would have, by Theorem 2.19, 
a factorisation f r je with j:3 -+ X conservative. But such a j must take 0, 1,2 to 
x, y, x and so invert the non-invertible 0 + 2 in 3, contrary to j being conserva- 
tive. 0 
3.4. Proposition. The bicategory Cat :z is (faithfully) conservational while Cat”* fails 
only to satisfy 2.18(ii). The strong conservative arrows j:X -+ Y in Cat are the fully 
faithful jiunctors such that each retract of an object of the form jx with x EX is 
isomorphic to an object of the sameform. The strong conservative arrows in Cat,, are the 
fully faithful functors. 
Proof. We begin by showing that each fully faithful j: X + Y, “closed under retracts” 
(as in the Proposition), is scan in Cat. Take a square in Cat as in 2.13 with e liberal. In 
order to define w as in 2.13, take b EB; this is a retract of some ea with a EA, by 
Proposition 3.1. Then vb is a retract of vea g jua. By the condition on j, we have 
vb E jw b for some wb EX. This choice defines w on objects. The definition of w on 
arrows is forced since j is fully faithful. This clearly gives a factorisation of the square 
which is unique up to isomorphism. Since Cat admits tensoring with 2, we have shown 
(2.13) that each such j is scan. 
If idempotents split in X, notice that any fully faithful functor j: X -+ Y is automati- 
cally retract closed (since there is an idempotent in X which maps to the idempotent 
generated by any retract of a jx). So j:X + Yin Cat,, is scan if it is fully faithful. 
Both Cat and Cat,, are finitely cocomplete bicategories. The former follows from 
the fact that the 2-category Cat admits all weighted pseudocolimits [21], and these 
provide the bicategorical colimits required. The latter uses the idempotent (“Cauchy”) 
completion homomorphism d: Cat + Cat cc to turn the constructions in Cat into 
those for Cat,,. 
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Thus we have 2.18(i) for CatoP and Cat::. To prove 2.18(iv), take any functor 
f: A + Y. Let X be the full subcategory of Y consisting of all retracts of objects of the 
form fa,a EA. Then we get f= je where j is the inclusion of X in Y and e is liberal in 
Cat. From the beginning of this proof we see that j is scan in Cat and in Cat,,. So we 
have 2.18(iv) as required. 
We can now see that scans in Cat and Cat,, are of the type claimed in the 
Proposition. For, take any scan f: A + Y and factorise it f = je as above. Since f, j are 
scan, so is e (by the dual of 2.12). Since e is also liberal, it is an equivalence. But j is 
a scan of the claimed type. This “type” clearly includes equivalences and is closed 
under composition. So f= je is of that type. 
Tensoring with 2 in Cat is simply given by Cartesian product 2 x -. This is also true 
in Cat,, (since Cat,, is closed under exponentiation in Cat which implies 9 preserves 
finite products). With our characterisation of scans, it is clear that, if j: X ---f Y is scan, 
so is 2 x j: 2 x X + 2 x Y. This proves 2.18(iii). 
It remains to prove 2.18(ii). The “inclusion” Cat -+ Mod preserves pseudopushouts 
[3] and takes each A + !2A to an equivalence. So any pseudopushout 
f E h 
I I 
A-P 9 
in Cat or Cat,, remains so in Mod. If j is fully faithful then the adjunction j _I j* has 
invertible unit lx z j*j. Hence there exists a module m:P + A with lA E mg and 
mh rfj*. Using the universal property of the pseudopushout, we obtain a 2-cell 
gm * 1, and prove m E g*. So g _1 g* has invertible unit, in other words g is fully 
faithful. This completes the proof in the case of Cat,,. 
To see that Cat does not satisfy 2.18(ii), we use the construction of pseudopushout 
given in 1.15. Take Y to be the category generated by the graph x + y + x’, and let 
A be the category generated by the graph a + b + a subject to the relation that the 
composite is the identity of a. Let X be the full subcategory of Y consisting of x, x’. Let 
f:X + A take x --f x’ to a -+ b. Then the inclusion j: X -+ Y is scan in Cat, while y is 
a retract of a in P not isomorphic to either object of A. So the inclusion g: A -+ P is not 
scan. 0 
3.5. Notice that ~47 is conservational iff xc”” is. 
3.6. Proposition. The class of jiunctors e: A + B in Cat satisfying the three conditions: 
(i) each object of B is isomorphic to one of the form ea for some a E A; 
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(ii) each p ~B(ea, ea’) has the form /? = (ea)(ea)-’ where a, CT are arrows of A and 
o is inverted by e; 
(iii) if(ea)(eo)-’ = (ea’)(eo’)-’ then there exist arrows y, y’ of A inverted by e such 
that ay = a’y’ and ay = a’y’; 
is contained in the class of strong liberal arrows in Cat and is closed under pseudopull- 
back. 
Proof. Consider a square in Cat as in 2.13 where e is in the class described in the 
proposition and j is conservative. We need to define a diagonal w for the square. For 
each b E B, choose a E A and an isomorphism b r ea (which is possible by (i)). Define 
w on objects by wb = ua. Each arrow p: b + b’ in B is isomorphic by the chosen 
isomorphisms to an arrow ea + ea’ which, by (ii), has the form (em)(eo)-‘. Notice 
that eo invertible implies veer, and hence juo invertible; so UG is invertible (using 
j conservative). So we can define w/3 = (ua)(uo)- ’ which is independent of choice of 
CI, CJ by (iii). This gives w and u g we, jw z v as desired in 2.13. So e is slib. 
The stability under pseudopullbacks is straightforward, and is a worthwhile exer- 
cise for the reader. 0 
3.7. Let Lex (resp. Rex) denote the subbicategory of Cat consisting of the categories 
which admit finite limits (resp. finite colimits), the functors which preserve these, and 
all the natural transformations between such functors. 
3.8. Proposition. The bicategories Lex and Rex are both conservational. 
Proof. Notice that taking duals gives an isomorphism Rex”” E Lex. So it suffices by 
3.5 to prove that Lex is conservational. Limits in this bicategory are formed as in Cat 
(one reason is that the inclusion Lex + Cat has a left biadjoint [24]). Also, the 
conservative arrows are precisely the conservative functors. 
If f:A + Y is an arrow of Lex then the arrows of A in the invertee of f form 
a calculus of right fractions [7]. By looking at the construction of the category of 
fractions for a calculus of fractions [7], we see that the coinverter of this invertee is 
a functor e in the class specified in Proposition 3.6, the category X has finite limits, the 
functor j:X + Y satisfying f = je is conservative, and e, j preserve finite limits. 
In the diagrams of 2.13 in the case of Cat, notice that, since j is conservative, the 
functor w will preserve whatever limits the categories have and v( g jw) preserves. It 
follows from Proposition 3.6 that e: A + X in Lex satisfying the three conditions are 
slib in Lex and are closed under pseudopullback. Because of the factorisation of the 
last paragraph, the arrows in the class of Proposition 3.6 which are in Lex are 
precisely the slib arrows in Lex. Thus we have proved 2.18(i), (ii) and (iv) for Lex. 
In fact, any arrow e: A + B in Lex satisfies condition (iii) of Proposition 3.6 
automatically. Just take the pullback z, z’ of 0, o’, then take the equaliser p of aa, clc/, 
and finally put y = zp, y’ = z’p. 
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It remains to show that, if e: A -+ B in Lex satisfies conditions 3.6(i) and (ii), then so 
does e’: A” + B’. For (i), take an object /I: b + b’ in J?‘. By (i) for e we have 
ea r b + 6’ E ea’, which by (ii) for e, is of the form (ecr)(eo)-‘; so fi is isomorphic to 
ecr as objects of B”. To prove (ii) for e”, take a commutative square in B of the form 
ea -ex 




Apply (ii) for e to obtain fl’ = (ea’)(eo’)- ‘. Let pi, (tl form a pullback for CJ’, 5 and let 
a,, q1 form a pullback for a’, q. Then ccc . et1 = ev] . fi. eoI, so there exists a unique 
pi with eq1./3i = eti, ecri.bi = fi.eai. Apply (ii) for e to obtain pi = (ea)(ea))‘. 
Apply (iii) for e to obtain p, p’ inverted by e and such that op = 1. p’, ql ap = cl p’. 
Then we have arrows (clp’, o’):qlap + t, (aiap, a’):q,ccp + ;r? in B’, the former 
inverted by e2, with 
(P, B’) = e”(alap,a’).Ce”(alp’, O-’ 
as desired. 0 
4. Discrete fibrations 
We begin by reviewing a few concepts from [22] and [24] 
4.1. Consider a span (p, E, q): B + A (sometimes abbreviated to E: B + A) from B to 
A in the bicategory X; that is, an ordered pair of arrows in X displayed diagram- 
matically as follows: 
s/L\;, 
A B 
A 2-cell ~:e’ + e:K -+ E is said to be left Cartesian (with respect to our span) when: 
(i) qx is invertible; 
(ii) for each triple (g, 5, c() consisting of an arrow g: L --* K and 2-cells 
t:e” =seg:L + E, E:pe” =spe’g such that pt = pxg’cr, there exists a unique 
2-cell 5’:e” * e’g with 5 = xg. 4’ and p[’ = CC 
Notice that if x is left Cartesian for our span, then so is xg for any arrow g : L -+ K. 
4.2. Notice that spans in X and Xc” coincide. By convention, on re-interpreting 
aspan(p,E,q):B-+AofXin.Xc”“, we will always reverse its orientation. In other 
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words, in Xc’” our canonical span becomes (4, E, p): A + B and we redraw it as 
YE\ 
B A 
We say that a 2-cell in Z? is right cartesian with respect to (p, E, q) precisely when it is 
left Cartesian in Xc” with respect to the corresponding span (4, E, p). 
Later on we will see that this convention is related to a close link between weak 
duality in bicategories of functors and strong duality in bicategories of profunctors. 
4.3. An arrow ofspans (JC, f; v): (p, E, q) -+ (p’, E’, q’)fiom B to A consists of an arrow 
f: E -+ E’ and isomorphisms K : p’f E p, v: q z q’f: A 2-cell 8: (K, f, v) * (2 g, p) be- 
tween such arrows is a 2-cell 8: f * g such that K = 2.~~0 and q’i3. v = p. Let 
Spn (K)(B, A) denote the bicategory of spans so obtained. The convention of 4.2 
identifies Spn((X’“))(A, B) with Spn(X)(B, A). 
4.4. When X has products, we can identify each span (p, E, q) with an object 
(p, q): E + A x B of the slice bicategory X/A x B (2.26), thus we may identify 
Spn(X) (B, A) with X/A x B. 
4.5. A span (p, E, q): B + A in X is called a left jibration when the following 
condition holds: 
(left path lifting) for all arrows e: K + E and 2-cells IX: a =z. pe:K + A, there exists 
a left Cartesian x: e * CI * e for which there is an isomorphism a E p(e * cx) whose 
composite with px is a. 
Dually (p, E, q) ES? is a right Jibration if it is a left fibration in Xc”“, or more 
explicitly when it satisfies: 
4.6. A span (p, E, q): B -+ A is called a discretefibration from B to A if it is both a left 
and right fibration and discrete (Definition 2.25) as an object of the bicategory 
(right path lifting) for all arrows e : K + E and 2-cells p: qe * b : K + B, there 
exists a right Cartesian i : e d /I * e for which there is an isomorphism q(j? * e) g b 
whose composite with qc is /?. 
Spn(X)(B, A). The discreteness of (p, E, q) in Spn(X)(B, A) may be more explicitly 
expressed as follows: 
(discreteness) for all 5,~: e *e’: K + E, if p[ = pv] with p&q5 invertible then 
5 = ‘1 with 5 invertible. 
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4.7. Proposition. A span (p, E, q) is a discretejibration iff the following three conditions 
hold: 
(unique left path lifting) for all arrows e : K + E and 2-cells CY :a + pe, the category, 
whose objects are pairs (x: e’ - e, v: a FZ pe’) with px. v = a and qx invertible, and 
whose arrows are the obvious ones, is essentially discrete (i.e. an equivalence 
relation) and nonempty; 
(unique right path lifting) for all arrows e : K + E and 2-cells fl: qe * b, the cate- 
gory, whose objects are pairs ([ : e * e’, p : qe’ g b) with p. q[ = ,!I and pi invertible, 
and whose arrows are the obvious ones, is essentially discrete and nonempty; 
(factorisation) each 2-cell 5 : e’ * e” : K -+ E is a composite 5 = x’< where qx and 
pc are invertible. 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
4.8. If (p’, E’, q’) satisfies the discreteness condition of 4.6 then there is at most one 
2-cell 8 : (x,J; v) *(/I, g, p) : (p, E, q) + (p’, E’, q’); and, if there is one, it is invertible. 
Any arrow of spans between discrete fibrations preserves left and right Cartesian 
2-cells. 
4.9. Write DFib(X)(B,A) for the category whose objects are the discrete fibrations 
(p, E, q) from B to A and whose arrows are the isomorphism classes [JC,~ v] of arrows 
(rc,f; v) of spans between such. 
4.10. Proposition [20,22]. Any comma object of a pair f: A -+ C, g : B + C of arrows in 
any bicategory gives a discrete jibration (d,, f _1 g, d,): B + A. In Cat, every discrete 
_/ibration arises this way. 0 
4.11. Suppose that X has whatever finite limits are needed. For any span (p, E, q), the 
arrow dI : A J p + E has a right adjoint i: E -+ A 1 p (or i, when confusion is likely), 
with isomorphisms E: dli E lE, this being the counit, and 7 : doi z p. All this follows 
from the universal property of the comma object A 1 p. 
The objects E, Alp have canonical interpretations as objects of X/A, namely 
p : E + A and d, : A I p + A, which we shall assume unless otherwise stated. Then the 
pair (i, z) becomes an arrow from E to A 1 p in X/A, and again if we talk about the 
arrow i in X/A we will assume that it is accompanied by the isomorphism z. 
Notice that the canonical (strict) homomorphism X/A+ X takes an adjunction 
E,Y : (J p) _1 (u, v) in X/A to an adjunction E,Y] :f _1 u in X. Conversely if we are given 
arrows (fl p) and (u, v) and a 2-cell E : (f; ,u) (u, v) a 1 in X/A then (J; ,u+ (u, v) with 
counit E iff f 3 u with counit I in .Xx. 
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4.12. Proposition. A spun (p, E, q) is a left jibration ifs the arrow (i, z) : E + A 1 p has 
a right adjoint (r, IC): Al p + E in X/A with counit E: ir * lalp such that qd,s is 
invertible. 
Proof. (e ) Suppose we have an adjoint r: A J p -+ E as in the proposition. By 
applying d, to the counit E : ir + lA 1p and using 1, E dli, we obtain a 2-cell x: r * dl. 
It can be seen, using the adjunction i_l r and the fact that qd,& is invertible, that 
x is a left Cartesian arrow. Furthermore, the rule for E as a 2-cell of X/A ensures 
that the isomorphism JC: do g pr composed with px is equal to 1: d, =pdl, 
the canonical 2-cell of the comma object Alp. Now consider any 2-cell 
cx:a=>pe:K=>A, which, by the comma object property, is isomorphic to 
AC : doe =c. pdlc with d,c g e for some arrow c : K --f A 1 p. But we have already shown 
that x is a left path lift of A, therefore it follows that the composite of xc: rc =z- dlc and 
dlc g e is a left path lift of CL 
( 5) Conversely suppose the left path lifting property holds. We have the canonical 
2-cell A : do * pdl : A 1 p + A to which we apply left path lifting to get a left Cartesian 
x: r =S dl : A 1 p + E and an isomorphism K : pr g do (which makes r into an arrow 
from E to A 1 p in X/A). The universal property of the comma object A J p implies 
that for fixed arrows e : K + E, e’ : K + A 1 p, 2-cells y : ie = e’ correspond to pairs 
fo:pe*doe’, fl:pe*pdle’ such that ie’.y, = yi. These in turn, using the left car- 
tesian-ness of x and the isomorphism K : pr 2 do, correspond to 2-cells y : e + re’. 
Now define a 2-cell E : ir =z- 1 A 1 p in X/A, using the universal property of A 1 p, to be 
the unique E such that do&, dl& are equal to the composites doir E pr z do and 
dlir g r *dl respectively. In particular this definition ensures that qdle is invertible 
since x is left Cartesian. It is now straightforward to show that if the 2-cell 9 : e * re’ 
corresponds to y : ie =S e’ under the bijection of the last paragraph then it is the unique 
such 2-cell satisfying y = 8. i$. In other words i_l r with counit E in X, and E is 
a suitable 2-cell in X/A, therefore, by 4.11, (i, z){ (r, IC) in X/A with counit E such that 
qd,e is invertible as required. 0 
4.13. If (p, E, q) is a left fibration then the unit q of the adjunction iP,-l r is an 
isomorphism. We show this by first noting that one of the triangle identities for i,_l r 
implies that xi; ye is an isomorphism. Now 1, = ;li, = pxiP: p =z- p so xi, is a Cartesian 
lift of l,, as is any isomorphic 2-cell with domain l,, like for instance xi; y. But v] is the 
unique map factoring one of these lifts through the other, and so, by the usual essential 
uniqueness argument, it is an isomorphism. 
It follows, by 2.16, that for any left fibration (p, E, q): B + A the right adjoint 
r: A 1 p + E to i, is a strong liberal. 
4.14. Notice that, if we know that (p, E, q) is discrete, as in 4.6, then it satisfies the 
property given in Proposition 4.12 iff i-(r in X (with counit E such that qdle is 
invertible) and there exists some isomorphism pr g d,,. 
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4.15. Clearly, if the span (p, E, 4) : B + A is a left jibration then so is the derived span 
(p, E, gq) : C + A for all arrows g : B + C. However, discreteness does not carry over 
under this process. 
4.16. For all arrows b: K + B, if the span (p, E, q): B -+ A is a left jibration then so is 
(purl, E,x,K> pr2). 
Proof. Using the isomorphism qr g qdI, obtained from dIi E lE and 
qdIE: qdtir * qdI, we may make the adjunction (i, z)_1 (r, rc) of Proposition 4.12 into an 
adjunction in Spn(X)(B, A), between spans (p, E, q) and (d,, A 1 p, qdI). Pseudopull- 
back along b : K --t B determines a homomorphism of bicategories 
b* SpnGf)(B,A)- Spn 
4.17. Write 7rA,B for the replacement of the homomorphism rr when the bicategory 
X is replaced by Spn(X)(B, A) (see 2.23, Definition 2.25 and 4.4). 
4.18. Proposition. In a conservational bicategory, if (p, E, q) : B -+ A is a left jibration 
then so is x&p, E, q): B + A. 
Proof. zaJp, E, q) = (u, D, v) is obtained from (p, E, q) by factoring the arrow 
(p, q) : E + A x B up to isomorphism as a slib e : E --t D composed with a conservative 
(u, v): D -+ A x B. The squares in the following diagram are pseudopullbacks. 
AJpLAJu-A’xB 
d, E dl = 
V v I d,xB 
E e =D (4 4 
*AxB 
Since ~6 is conservational, e’ is slib. Replacing the left, right-hand downward pointing 
arrows in the above diagram by r (which exists since (p, E, q) is a left fibration), do x B 
respectively, and applying 2.13, we obtain a new vertical middle arrow s : A 1 u -+ D 
making the two new squares commute up to isomorphism. This arrow s is our 
candidate for the required right adjoint to i, : D + A 1 u. 
To produce a counit 5 : i,s * lA 1 u we shall use the fact that composing on the right 
with e’ is fully faithful (this is because e’ is a coinverter by Theorem 2.19, so the functor 
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X(e’,-) is an inverter, and hence fully faithful 1.10). So we define L’ by the requirement 
that [e’ : i,se’ * e’ is the composite of &se’ z i,er g e’i,r and e’s : e’i,r => e’. Checking 
that this is indeed a counit for an adjunction i,_l s is straightforward, then the 
remainder of the conditions on i and s, as required by 4.14, follow easily from those for 
ir_l r. 0 
4.19. Proposition. In a conservational bicategory, for all spans (p, E, q) : B + A and 
(u, F, v) : C + B, the canonical strong liberal F + rtg,cF induces an equivalence 
~a,c(E XB F) ~~/Lc(E XB G,~(F)). 
Proof. The two squares in the following diagram are pseudopullbacks. 
Ex,F.----+-Ex~~~~(F)~ExC 
j g j’ = /jlil_ 
AxF ,A x Q,c(F)~ AxBxC 
The bottom composite is the factorisation of 1, x (u, v) into a slib and cons. Since X is 
conservational, the top left arrow is slib. In order to obtain nA,C(E xs x&F)), we 
factor E xB xg,c(F) + E x C + A x C into a slib and a cons. Composing this slib with 
the slib E x gF -+ E x B rt8, c(F), we obtain a factorisation of E x B F -+ A x C into a slib 
and a cons. The result follows. 0 
4.20. Theorem. Suppose X is a faithfully conservational bicategory. There is a bi- 
category 
9 = DFib(X) 
whose objects are those of X, and whose horncategories are the categories 
F(B, A) = DFib(X)(B, A) of 4.9. The identity arrow A+ A of this bicategory is the 
discretejbration (d,, A’, d,). The composition functor 
P(B, A) x P(C, B) -----#(C, A) 
takes discrete fibrations E : B + A, F : C + B to E 0 F = x~,~(E x BF) : C + A. 
Proof. If (p, E, q) : B --f A, (u, F, v) : C + B are discrete fibrations then the span 
(pprl, E,x,F, vpr2) is both a left and right fibration (4.15, 4.16). So n,,c(E x,F) is 
also a left and right fibration (Proposition 4.18); but it is also discrete (Definition 2.25 
and 2.26). Therefore the proposed composite E 0 F is a discrete fibration. By Proposi- 
tion 4.19, we have canonical equivalences between the ternary composite 
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EoFoG=n A, .(E x gF xc G) and the bracketed iterated binary composites (E 0 F) 0 G 
and E 0 (F 0 G); these provide the canonical associativity isomorphisms 
(E 0 F) 0 G-E 0 (F 0 G) in 9(B, A). Also, we have the equivalence A” x A E-A 1 p 
and the slib r : A 1 p + E (2.16 and Proposition 4.12); so we have a canonical isomor- 
phism A’ c E LE (and dually, E 0 A”& E) in 9(B, A). The coherence proper- 
ties of these isomorphisms, as required for a bicategory, are easily verified because of 
the universal nature of the construction. 0 
4.21. Remark. Recall the convention introduced in 4.2 concerning spans in X and 
Xc”. We defined right fibrations in terms of left fibrations using that convention, 
under which we now see that discrete fibrations in X correspond to discrete fibrations 
in Xc”, by a bijection which reverses their orientation. In fact there is a canonical strict 
isomorphism of bicategories DFib(XyP z DFib(X’“). 
4.22. There is an embedding homomorphism ( )* : X + 9 which we shall now describe. 
It is the identity on objects. The arrowf: B + A of X is taken to the discrete fibration 
f, = (d,, A If, d,) : B + A. The 2-cell c :f* g : B + A is taken to the (isomorphism 
class of the) arrow Al o:(dO, A If, d,)+ (d,, A 1 g, d,) of spans induced, using 
the comma object property of Al g, by the 2-cell obtained by pasting c to the 
square which exhibits A Jfas a comma object. It is straightforward (compare [22]) to 
see that we do have a homomorphism of bicategories and that it is locally fully 
faithful. 
4.23. Proposition. For each arrow f: B -+ A in X, the discrete jibration f *= 
(d,,f J A, dl): A + B is right adjoint tof, : B + A in 9 = DFib(X). 
Proof. The “composition” arrow dl : A3 + A’ is slib (2.16, 2.17), and it provides an 
arrow from (d,, d2) to (d,, d,) in X/A x A. Applying pseudopullback along 
fxf: B x B + A x A, we obtain a slib ( f 1 A) x,(A if) +fJf in X/B x B. Hence 
f* of, is justf If: The unit n : B” +f Jffor the adjunction is the arrow of spans induced 
byf3.:fdo =fdl:B”+ A. 
The composite f, of* in 9 can be obtained by factoring the composite of 
the obvious arrow (A if) xs(fJ A) -+ A3 and d, : A”-+ A” into a slib 
(A If) xg(f 1 A) +f, of* and a conservative m :f, of* + A’; this last arrow m is the 
counit. One of the adjunction triangle conditions follows from the diagram below, 
which is commutative up to isomorphism, while the other follows by weak duality in 
X. q 
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4.24. Remark. Notice that, by taking mates of the structural 2-cells of the homomor- 
phism ( ),:X + 9 under the adjunctions f. { f*, we get a homomorphism 
( )*:x=0 . + Pp In fact, the strict isomorphism Fop = DFib(X)OP z DFib(X’“) 
(cf. Remark 4.21) identifies ( )* with ( )* : Xc” + DFib(X’“). 
4.25. Proposition. For each arrow (p, E, q): B + A in %, there is a canonical isomor- 
phism E z p* 0 q*. 
Proof. Let P = (A J p) x,(q 1 B). S’ mce (p, E, q) is a left fibration, there is a right 
adjoint r: Alp + E to i, with invertible unit. Following the argument of 4.16 we 
consider ip-( r as an adjunction in Spn(X)(A, B), then apply the homomorphism 
Spn(~) (A, B) -XB&J. B’s d,) 
’ SpnGf) (4 B). 
Notice that we have canonical equivalences P Y (A 1 p) yd, xd, B’ and E4xd0 B’, which 
with rx,B’ 
GO, yEIZFO prl, d, pr2). 
to get an arrow s:P+q LB such that 
Now r is a right adjoint with invertible unit, as is r xE B’, since homomorphisms 
preserve such things, and it follows that s is as well, so s is slib by 2.16. We also have 
the slib r’ : q 1 B + E, by 4.13, such that (p, q) r’ g (p&, d,). Finally we construct 
p* 0 q* by factoring (d, pr, , dl pr2) : P + A x B into a slib followed by a cons, but 
(do pr,, d1 pr2) g (pdo, d,) s g (p, q) r’s where r’s is slib (being a composite of such) and 
(p, q) is cons, therefore E E p* 0 q* as required. 0 
4.26. Proposition. Suppose that (p, E, q) : B + A is an arrow in %. 
(a) Foranyarrowf:CL+AinX,onehasf*~E~(prl,Cfx,E,qpr2). 
(b) For any left jibration g : A + C in X, one has g.+ 0 E g n,-Jgp, E, q). 
Proof. (a) By 4.15 and 4.16 (pr,, C,x,E, qpr,) satisfies left and right lifting; discrete- 
ness is obtained using the discreteness of (p, E, q) and the pseudopullback property of 
C,x,E. So (prr, CfxpE, qpr2) is a discrete fibration. We also have a factorisation of 
(fJA)x,E-fJp-+CxB as a compositefJp-+Csx,E+CxB where the first 
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is a right adjoint for the canonical C,x,E +f 1 p with invertible unit. So, by 
2.16 the result follows. 
(b) Using the left fibration properties of (p, E, q) and g, we obtain a right adjoint 
r to the canonical i : E + C 1 gp with invertible unit, and this adjunction naturally sits 
in Spn(x)(C, B), cf. 4.16. This gives a factorisation of (C 1 g) xA E ‘v C 1 gp into the 
slib r followed by (gp, 4): E -+ C x B. Hence the result. 0 
5. Modulated bicategories 
5.1. In this section we introduce some elementary conditions on .K which imply some 
desirable properties of the bicategory % = DFib(x) which we constructed in the last 
section. In particular we show that % has lax limits of arrows (these are dual to the 
collages of [23]). As corollaries we will see that ( )* : 37 + &if preserves the terminal 
object, binary products and some cotensors. This, in turn, is enough to show that 
% has allJinite local limits (cf. [S, 231). 
5.2. A bicategory x is called comodulated when it is faithfully conservational and 
satisfies two extra axioms: 
(v) for all pairs of arrows f: A + C, g : B -+ C, both of the canonical projections 
do :f J g -+ A, d1 :f J. g + B are strong liberal; 
(vi) for all conservative arrows (aI, u2, u3): X + A1 x A2 x A3 with factorisations 
(u2,u3) Ejj,e, :X+ A2 xA3, 
into conservative ji and strong liberal ei, iff : K + X is such that elf; e,L e3f 
are all strong liberal thenf is strong liberal. 
A bicategory x is called modulated when xop is comodulated. 
5.3. Remark. The weak dual Z-P’ of a (co)modulated bicategory x is again 
(co)modulated. 
5.4. We refer to [22] and [21] for some background to the following definitions. 
Given a small bicategory B, let Bicat(P”, %co)co denote the usual bicategory of 
comorphisms, optransformations and modijications. The lax limit of a comorphism 
T: 93 + 9 consists of an object llim(T) E % and an optransformation 1: AC + T, 
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composition with which induces an equivalence of categories 
%(X, him(T)) 2: Bicat(W“, %“),‘(,X, T) 
for each object X E %. For instance, a comonad in % is no more nor less than 
a comorphism 21 ---f %; the lax limit of a comonad (if it exists) is its associated object of 
Eilenberg-Moore coalgebras. 
Notice that [23] and [S] make heavy use of lax colimits, which they call collages. In 
fact we are interested in precisely the same glueing constructions, but in the context of 
% they present themselves as lax limits. This difference stems from the fact that the 
bicategories of [23] and [S] correspond to the dual %c00p. 
5.5. The principal result of this section will show that % has lax limits of all arrows; 
that is lax limits of normal comorphisms with domain 2. A lax cone over a discrete 
fibration (p, E, 4): B + A with vertex C comprises a pair of arrows (uO, F,, Q): C + A 
and (ui, Fl, ul) : C -+ B accompanied by a 2-cell [s, $1: F, 3 E 0 F, : C + A. In particu- 
lar notice that the pair p* : E -+ A, q* : E + B may be made into a lax cone over 





(~3 E, 4) 
B 
Here the 2-cell y is constructed by composing p* 0 Y/~ : p* * p* 0 q* 0 q*, where Y/~ is the 
unit of the adjunction q.+ _I q* of Proposition 4.23, with the isomorphism obtained by 
applying -0 q* to the 2-cell p* 0 q* z E of Proposition 4.25. 
5.6. Recall from [S, 231 that we say that % has local jfinite limits if each homset 
%(C, B) has all finite limits and furthermore these are preserved by left and right 
compositions 
-mF %(C, B)- %(D, B), “- %(C, B)- %(C, A), 
for all discrete fibrations (p, E, q) : B + A and (u, F, v) : D + C. 
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5.7. Remark. As an example of the relationship between local limits and lax limits, 
which will be useful later on, we consider the following. Let C be a small category and 
2(C) the bicategory with two objects 0 and 1, with 2(@)(1,0) = C, and with no other 
non-trivial l- or 2-cells. Now suppose that 9 has local limits parameterised by C. 
Then we may calculate the lax limit of any normal comorphism T: 2(C) -+ 9 as that 
of the arrow (gc T(-)): T(0) + T(1) ( w h ere one of these lax limits exists iff the other 
one does). 
To establish this result it is enough to provide (natural) equivalences between 
categories of lax cones over these diagrams. An lax cone y over T with vertex 
X consists of a pair of arrows yo:X + T(O), y1 :X+ T(1) and a family of 2-cells 
yC :y. * T(c) 0 y1 for c E obj(@). The coherence conditions that these 2-cells must 
satisfy, with respect to the 2-cellular structure of 2(C), amount to saying that they form 
a cone over the functor T(-)o y1 : @ + 9(X, T(0)) with vertex yO. 
The appropriate observation at this stage is that the preservation of local limits of 
type @ by composition ensures that I&rc (T(-) 0 yl) E (EC T(-)) 0 yl. So the family 
of 2-cells associated with the lax cone y, which we know forms a cone over T(-)oyl, 
factors to yield a unique 2-cell 7: y. =a ( l@c T(-)) 0 yl. In other words, we get the 
2-cell in a lax cone (yO, yi, 7) over the arrow @e T(-). This construction is clearly 
reversible, giving us the required equivalences of lax cone categories. 0 
5.8. Remark. It is straightforward to show that the horn-categories of 9 possess 
finite limits. First notice that there is a reflection from the slice x/A x B into its full 
sub-bicategory of discrete fibrations from B to A. But slices and reflective full 
sub-bicategories of the finitely complete bicategory % are also finitely complete. Now 
the category F(B, A) was constructed by factoring out isomorphism classes of arrows 
in this (locally discrete) bicategory of discrete fibrations. All that remains for us is to 
remark that under this process the finite bicategorical limits, which we know exist, 
factor to corresponding categorical limits in P(B, A). 
We must work harder to prove that these finite limits in the horn-categories of 
F are preserved by left and right composition. To do so we will ultimately use the 
following result: 
5.9. Lemma. If 3” is a faithfully conservational bicategory and the homomorphism 
( ), :X + 9 preserves cotensors with the $nite category @, then each horn category 
F(B, A) hasjinite limits parameterised by @ and, for each discretejibration F: C + B, 
these are preserved by -0 F: P(B, A) + 9(C, A). 
Proof. For any object A E .%7 there is a cotensor A@ E -X, which comes equipped with 
a functor 7~ : @ + ,X(A@, A) inducing an equivalence 
2-(B, A’:)+.Y(B, A) c (3) 
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for each object B E ~6 (cf. 1.8). The assumption that this is preserved by ( ), simply 
means that the composite 
( )* C~.x(A@, A)- %(A@, A) (4) 
induces an equivalence 
%(B, A@) ++%((B, A)@ (5) 
for each object B. 
For any category B let A, : B + El@ denote the usual functor, which takes an object 
b E B to the functor Ab : @ + B “constant at b”. By definition the category B admits 
limits of type C iff A, has a right adjoint. The equivalence (3) ensures that there is an 
(essentially unique) arrow A : A + A’ such that ??(A) z A,cA,a,(lA). Notice that, since 
the map 2’ in (5) is induced by the composite in (4), we have ??(A,) E ApCA,AJ(lA) and 
a diagram 
It follows that A FcB,AJ has a right adjoint iff the functor A, o- does, but A, has a right 
adjoint A * in % (see Proposition 4.23), which gives rise to an adjunction 
A* 0-4 A* 0 -: %(B, AC) + %(B, A). 
It remains to prove the preservation property mentioned in the lemma. Firstly we 
may recast this to postulate that the mate [12] of the invertible 2-cell 
(7) 
under the adjunctions AFcB, AI _I &I~ and A,,,-.,_1 gc, is an isomorphism as well. 
But the canonical isomorphisms in the squares 
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%(B, A) A*“- -%(B, A@) %(B, A@) A*“- - %(B, A) 




* %(C, AC) F(C, A) 
are mates under the adjunctions A, 0-4 A* o--) and the left-hand square may be 
obtained by pasting copies of the triangle in (6) onto the square in (7). It follows, from 
the right-hand square, that the mate of (7) is also an isomorphism. 0 
5.10. Remark. To obtain the conclusion of the last lemma for all finite limits, it is 
enough to check that ( ), : X + 9 preserves the terminal object, binary products and 
cotensors with P, where lp is the category consisting of a parallel pair of arrows 




This simply reflects the fact that the finite limits in a horn category %(B, A) may be 
constructed using its terminal object, binary products and equalisers, when these exist. 
5.11. Remark. Suppose we knew the conclusion of Lemma 5.9 held for every bi- 
category of discrete fibrations % = DFib(X) constructed from a comodulated bi- 
category X. Of course Xc” is comodulated iff X is (Remark 5.3) and 
%Op = DFib(X”“) (Remark 4.21), so it follows that both % and %Op satisfy the 
conclusion of the lemma. This would serve to demonstrate that % has local finite 
limits, as defined in 5.6, since the preservation property of the lemma, for the dual %-Op, 
is no more than the second one given in 5.6 for % itself. 
5.12. For the remainder of this section we will assume that we are working within 
a comodulated bicategory X. 
5.13. Proposition. If (p, E, q) is a left (resp. right) jibration then p (resp. q) is strong 
liberal. 
Proof. The arrow i : A + A 1 p has a right adjoint r: A 1 p + A in X/A (Proposi- 
tion 4.12) with invertible counit, therefore r is a strong liberal, by 4.13 and 
pr g d,, : A 1 p + A. Now, by 5.2(v), do is strong liberal, therefore it follows from 2.12 
that p is strongly liberal as well. 0 
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5.14. Remark. In what follows it will sometimes aid intuition and make arguments 
easier to adopt the terminology and informal notation of “generalised elements”. 
When we write a ex A, and say a is an object of A dejined at X, we are really referring to 
an arrow a : X + A. Similarly (a : a =S a’) + A, or in words a is a morphism or arrow of 
A from a to a’ defined at X, denotes a 2-cell do: a =S a’: X + A. 
Of course the foundation on which such a notation rests is simply the ubiquitous 
bicategorical Yoneda lemma [22] and so its advantages extend beyond saving space 
and time. This is especially apparent when working with all kinds of limit construc- 
tion. For instance it is natural to write the generalised objects of a comma object f J g 
as triples (a ex A, b ex B, y : fa =S ga ex C) (or simply (a,b,y : fa + gb)), with generalised 
morphisms from (a, b, y) to (a’, b’, y’) as pairs (a l x A, /I + B) with y’ .foc = g/I. y. 
We do not propose to spend any time developing a formal theory supporting this 
notation. Rather we encourage the reader to gain an intuition for it by translating 
some of the proofs given in earlier sections. 
5.15. Proposition. If (p, E, q) : B + A is a discrete jibration and g : A + C any right 
jibration then one has g* 0 E E xc&p, E, q) ( compare with Proposition 4.26(b)). 
Proof. First consider the arrow S : A J p + C 1 gp which is induced, via the universal 
property of C 1 gp, by the 2-cell g;l: gdl -gpd,:AJp+ C. Here il:dl +pdo is the 
canonical 2-cell associated with the comma object Alp. In other words the arrow 
S carries an object (a, e, ~1: a * pe) + A 1 p to (ga, e, ga : ga * gpe) +C J gp, and a mor- 
phism (7, K) : (a, e, LY) * (a’, e’, a’) l x A J p to (gz, K) + C 1 gp. 
Notice that a 2-cell (p, x) : (a, e, a) 3 (a’, e’, c(‘) ex A J p is right Cartesian for S if 
p : a =S a’ ex A is right Cartesian for g, so how would we obtain a Cartesian lift of 
a morphism (p, x) : a(a, e, a) *(c, e’, y) ~~ C 1 gp. First lift p : ga =z- c ox C along g to 
a right Cartesian p : a * a’ ex A (accompanied by an isomorphism z : ga’ E c such that 
r. gp = p), then notice that the pair (p, x) is a morphism of C 1 gp so we know that 
g(px. cx) = y. p. Therefore, since p is right Cartesian for g, px. c( factors as M’. p for 
a unique CI’: a’ +pe’ with ga = y. r. Now we have constructed a object (a’, e’, M’), 
a right Cartesian (p, x) : (a, e, c() =S (a’, e’, a’) for 4 and an isomorphism 
(7, l,.) : g(a’, e’, a’) - (c, e’, y) with (z, l,,) . S( p, x) = (p, x), or in other words, this is the 
required Cartesian lift. It follows that S is a right fibration and as such Proposition 5.13 
implies that it is a strong liberal. 
We construct g* 0 E by factoring the arrow (d,, qdl) : C 1 gp + C x B into a strong 
liberal e : C 1 gp + g* 0 E followed by a conservative (u, u) : g* 0 E + C x B. The com- 
posite (d,, qdl)&,: E + C x B is isomorphic to (gp, q) so we have established the 
proposition if we can prove that egi, is a strong liberal. 
Consider the counit E : i,r =+ lalp of the adjunction ip-( r associated with the left 
fibration (p, E, q). We know, from the statement of Proposition 4.12, that qdl& is an 
isomorphism, and the third paragraph of its proof demonstrates that do& is an 
isomorphism as well. Now the arrow (gdo, qdl): A 1 p + C x B may be factored as 
e@:AJp+g,oEfollowedby(u,u):g, 0 E + C x B which is conservative so, since we 
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know that (gdo, qd,)& is an isomorphism, it follows that e@ provides us with an 
isomorphism between e@,r and es. Of course we know that Y (as a right adjoint with 
invertible unit), e and S are all strong liberals therefore we may use the composition 
and cancellation rules of 2.12 to show that egi, is a strong liberal as required. 0 
5.16. Construction. The aim of the next few propositions will be to establish that the 
lax cone in (2) presents E as the lax limit of the arrow (p, E, q) in P-. The following 
construction will be crucial to that end. 
Suppose (F,, F1, s) is a lax cone over E as above, then the composite E 0 F1 is formed 
by factoring E x,F, + C x A into a strong liberal I: E x,F, + E 0 F1 followed by 
a conservative (k, w): Eo F1 -+ C x A. Now form the pullback 








It is useful to think of H as the collage of the gamut (E, Fo, F,, s) (cf. [22]), although we 
will not need to prove that result. All we need is the following proposition: 
5.17. Proposition. The span (prEt, H, v,,m): C--f E is a discrete jibration, as is 
(uom, H, prF,t) : F1 --) A. 
Proof. First notice that the two results we wish to prove are dual, we obtain the 
second by reinterpreting the first in the bicategory Xc”. This works simply because 
reversing the 2-cells of X corresponds to reversing the arrows of F (cf. 4.2 and 
Remark 4.21). 
Discreteness: It is important to notice that we have a chain of isomorphisms 
vom g wsm g wit s v1 prF,t so (prEt, vom) g (prE, v1 prF,) t, and dually an isomor- 
phism p prEt E u,m. Now we know that t is conservative, since it is a pullback of the 
conservative s, but how about (prE, u1 prF1)? Suppose that the morphism CI : h =S h’ ~~ H 
has both prEa and v1 pr,, a invertible then, since q pr, E u1 prFl, we also know that 
u1 p+,a is an isomorphism. But (u,, vl) is conservative which implies that prPl a is an 
isomorphism, which in turn allows us to infer that a is invertible from the fact that 
(prE, p&J is conservative as well. Dually (uOm, pr,, t) is conservative. 
Left$bration: Firstly it is easily seen that a morphism CJ : h + h’ ~~ H is left Cartesian 
for (pr,t, H, vOm) if both of mo and prFl ta are left cartesians for (u. Fo, uo) and 
(Us, F1, vl) respectively. So how might we lift a morphism CI: e * prEth ~~ E to such 
a left Cartesian arrow? 
(1) Apply q: E + A to CI and compose the result with the isomorphism 
q pr,th 2 u1 prF,th and then lift the result to obtain a left Cartesian arrow x : fi * pr$h 
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for the span (ul, F1, vl) along with an isomorphism z : ulfi E qe such that the diagram 
commutes. This of course means that we have formed an object (e,fi, z) + E xBF1 and 
a morphism (a, x) : (e,fi, z) =z- th. 
(2) Apply p: E --f A to CI and compose with the isomorphism obtained by right 
application of h to p pr, t g uom (cf. proof of discreteness above), then lift the result to 
obtain a left Cartesian arrow p: fO * mh for the span (uO, F,, II,,) along with an 
isomorphism K : uofo E pe. 
(3) Now s is a map of discrete fibrations so sp: sfO +smh is left Cartesian for 
(k, Eo F1, w). From the proof of 4.16 it is clear that l(a, x) is also left Cartesian for 
k, Eo F1, w) since x is left Cartesian for (ul, F1, ul). Composing the isomorphisms 
I; sfO E uOfO, K : u,& E pe and pe g kl(e,fi, 2) we get an isomorphism K’ which is easily 
shown to make the square 
ksfo b kl(e,.fi, r) 
K’ 
kv I I kl@, xl 
ksmh & klth 
kvh 
commute. So by the universal properties of sp and Z(a, x) there exists a unique 








commutes and k2 = K’. 
The isomorphism 2 completes the definition of an object ((e,fo, z),fi, A) eX H and the 
commutative square (9) ensures that the pair ((a, x), p) becomes an arrow 
((e,fi, T),&, A) * h. As we mentioned at the beginning of this proof, the fact that x and 
p are left Cartesian (for F,, and F1 resp.) implies that ((a, x), p) itself is left Cartesian for 
(pqt, H, uom) and it is clearly a lift of c( as required. So (pr& H, u,,m) is a left fibration, 
and dually (u,,m, H, prFl t) is a right fibration. 
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Right Jibration: We know that (burn, H, PrF, t) and (ul, F1, vl) are both right fibra- 
tions, therefore the composite u1 prFl t : H + C is a right fibration. We also have 
a sequence of isomorphisms o1 prFl t z wit g wsm 2 v,m so vom: H + C is a right 
fibration as well. To lift an arrow fi : u1 prFl th * c ~~ C we first lift it to a right Cartesian 
for (u,, F1, vl) and then lift again (as above) to H thereby obtaining an arrow 0: h = h’ 
with prFlto, pr,ta and rnfl all right Cartesian for F1, E and FO respectively. Therefore 
p pr,to and u1 prFl to are both isomorphisms, but u1 prFl E 4 prE so (p, q) prEtcJ is 
invertible. The pair (p, q) is conservative which implies that pr, ta is invertible and so 
0 is right Cartesian for the span (prE t, H, uom). This establishes that (pr, t, H, uom) is 
a right fibration and dually (uom, H, prFIt) is a left fibration. 0 
5.18. Theorem. The lax cone (p,, q.+, y) in diagram (2) displays E as the lax limit of the 
arrow (p, E, q) : B + A in F. 
Proof. For each object C E F composition with the cone (p,, q*, y) gives a functor 
@’ 9(C, E) - Bicat(Q, ~-““)““(dC,(p, E, q)), 
(A G> d -(P, o G, q* o G> Y o (3, 
which we must prove to be an equivalence, but we have: 
(a) (uo, F,, vo)“&’ p* o(f, G, g) E zn,,c(pf, G, g) by Proposition 4.26(b), since p is 
a left fibration. Of course this means that there is a strong liberal e. : G + F. such that 
(p.L 9) E (~0, ~0) e0. 
(b) (u,, F1, uI)dzf q* o(L G, g) z x8,,-(qf; G, g) by Proposition 5.15, since q is a right 
fibration. This means that there is a strong liberal e, : G -+ F, along with an isomor- 
phism 8: (qf, g) z (ul, uI)eI. 
Now consider the diagram 
e. I (10) 
where the isomorphism eB : qf g u,e,, comprising part of the data for the top arrow in 
this diagram, is in fact the second component of the isomorphism 0 : (qf, g) g (uI, v,)eI 
in (b) above and 4 is constructed in the obvious way from the various isomorphisms 
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But e0 is strong liberal and (k, w) is conservative so our diagram factorises uniquely 
(up to isomorphism) as 
(11) 
(cf. 2.13). It is straightforward to check that the isomorphism class [s, $1 is precisely 
the composite y 0 H. We leave the action of Qc on 2-cells CI : H =a H’ : C + E up to the 
reader to determine. 
Our description of Qc, and Proposition 5.17, clearly indicate that Construction 5.16 
may be used to provide a potential equivalence inverse: 
Bicat(Q, F’“)““(AC,(p, E, q))--%F(C, E), 
(Fo, FI> 4 - (pw, H, uom). 
Examining the definition of (prEt, H, v. m) reveals that there is a natural way to define 
the action of @L on modifications of lax cones, but again we leave the details up to the 
reader. It remains to provide natural isomorphisms Qc@L g 1 and @‘c@c g 1. 
D&c g 1: Recall the isomorphisms nom g PprEt, u,m z u1 prFlt, from the “dis- 
creteness” portion of the proof of Proposition 5.17, and qpr, z u1 prFl which give us 
(ppr,t, vom) r (uo, uo)m and (qpr& vom) g (u,, ul)prF,t. But m: H + F,, as a pull- 
back of the strong liberal 1: E xB F, + Eo F1, is strong liberal, so 
p* 0 H g rr_&Ppr& H, uom) z (uo, Fo, ul). Similarly Propositions 5.17 and 5.13 im- 
ply that prFlt is a right fibration and thus a strong liberal, therefore 
4* o H g ng,c(q pr& K uom) z (~1, Fr, ui). 
It remains to show that composing these isomorphisms with 
y 0 H : p* 0 H * E 0 (q* 0 H) gives us the 2-cell [s, $1 that we started with. This though is 
quite straightforward, because in this case diagram (10) reduces to one of the form 
4 t ‘E x12-1 
I 
1 
E d F, 
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which can be shown to factor, as in (1 l), into a composite of the pullback square in (8) 
and the triangle associated with the original map of discrete fibrations [s, 41. 
In summary, for each lax cone (F,, F1, s) over E we have constructed the required 
isomorphism Qc@;- (F,, F,, s) E (F,, F,, s). We leave the naturality of these up to the 
reader to check. 
@;-Qc E 1: Starting with a discrete fibration (f, G, g): C -+ E, the construction of 
(F,, F1, s)“z @,-(f; G, g) adumbrated above produces, as a by-product, the factored 
diagram (11). But H is formed by pulling 1 back along s, as in (8), so its universal 
property ensures that we get an (essentially) unique arrow d : G + H and a factorisa- 
tion of the square in (ll), viz. 
(12) 
Of course we have vOeO z g (by definition of e 0, see (a) above), and pr, (fT e, 0,) r f 
which we compose with the isomorphisms in the triangles of our diagram, then 
combine to get $:(J g) z (prEt, vOm)d. In this way we have constructed a 2-cell 
[d, $1: (f, G, g) * (prEt, H, vom) in 9, what is more, the collection of these form 
a natural transformation 1 * @@c. Now d, as a map of discrete fibrations, is 
conservative; so in order to prove that [d, $1 is an isomorphism in 9 all that remains 
is to show that it is strong liberal as well. 
It is here that we finally get to apply axiom 5.2(vi) from the definition of 
a comodulated bicategory. The maps (p, q) : E -+ A x B and (prEt, vOm) : H + E x C are 
conservative so it follows that (p prEt, q pr, t, vow): H + A x B x C is conservative as 
well. We have already come across the first two of the following factorisations into 
conservatives following strong liberals (cf. the proof of @& g 1): 
(q pr,t, vom) E (uO, vo)m : H + B x C, 
(pprEt, vom) g (ul, v,)prF,t: H + A x C, 
(P PM, 4 pr&) E (P, 4) prEt : X + A x B. 
For the last one, (p, q) is conservative (by the discreteness of (p, E, q)) and Propositions 
5.17 and 5.13 demonstrate that pr,t is a left fibration and thus a strong liberal. 
Composing d with each of these strong liberals in turn, and using the isomorphisms in 
(12), we get md E eo, prFl td r p+,(f, el, d,) z el and prEtd z prE(f, el, 0,) ~5 
Notice though that e, and e1 are strong liberals (by definition) as isf(since it is a left 
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fibration), so we may apply axiom 5.2(vi) and infer that d is a strong liberal as 
well. 0 
5.19. Proposition. The inclusion ( ), : X + F preserves the terminal object of X. 
Proof. The category %(A, 1) is non-empty, since it contains the discrete fibration 
(0, A, id,& where 0 : A + 1 is the (essentially) unique arrow required by the terminal- 
ity of 1. Any other discrete fibration (p, E, q) : A -+ 1 has (p, q) : E -+ 1 x A conservative 
and equivalent to q : E + A, which is strongly liberal by Proposition 5.13. So q is an 
equivalence. It follows that %(A, 1) is discrete, and so equivalent to Q. 0 
5.20. Proposition. The inclusion ( ),:X + 9 preserves the binary products of X. 
Proof. By applying Proposition 5.9 to the result of Proposition 5.19 we establish that 
% possesses local terminal objects. Remark 5.8 demonstrates that the terminal object 
in %(B, A) is the discrete fibration (prA, A x B,pr,). 
Clearly the lax limit of the normal comorphism II LI 21 + %, which picks out a pair of 
objects A, B E %, is no more or less than their product in %. Remark 5.7 implies that 
we can express this lax limit as that of the terminal arrow (prA, A x B, prB) E %(B, A), 
so by Theorem 5.18 the diagram 
displays a product in % as required. 0 
5.21. Proposition. The inclusion (),:X + % preserves cotensors with P. 
Proof. By applying Proposition 5.9 to the result of Proposition 5.20 we establish that 
% possesses all local binary (and therefore finite) products. Remark 5.8 demonstrates 
that the product of discrete fibrations (p, E, q) and (p’, E’, q’) in %(B, A) is simply the 
discrete fibration (ppr,, E xA x B E’, qpr,). 
The lax limit of the comorphism T: P + %, which sends both non-identity arrows 
of p to the identity arrow (d,, A’, d,): A + A, is precisely the cotensor of A with 5’ in 
%. We have seen that % has local finite products, so Remark 5.7 can be applied to 
show that the lax limit of T may be obtained as that of the arrow obtained by taking 
the product of two copies of (d,, A’, d,) in %(A, A). But the pullback A’ xA x A A’, which 
occurs in the construction of this product of arrows, is equivalent to A’, so the lax 
limit of T is also equivalent to that of the discrete fibration (d,, A’, d,). Theorem 5.18 
demonstrates that the lax limit of this final arrow (and so of T) in % is A’ as 
required. 0 
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5.22. Theorem. 9 has all local jinite limits. 
Proof. Finally, applying Proposition 5.9 to the result of Proposition 5.21 we establish 
that Y also has local equalisers. This completes the list of local limits required for the 
construction of all finite local limits (cf. Remark 5.10). 0 
6. Constructing modulated bicategories 
6.1. In this section we will examine the principal construction giving rise to 
modulated bicategories. We start with a bicategory &Z (which in practice will be some 
bicategory of enriched or internal profunctors) possessing: 
(i) finite bicategorical coproducts; 
(ii) the Kleisli object for each monad; 
(iii) local finite colimits (which we should recall are, by definition, preserved by 
composition on both sides). 
We call such a bicategory _4! a$nitary cosmos [23]. 
An arrow f in .&Z is called a map when it has a right adjoint f *. We will adopt the 
convention of using qf: 1 =f * f and Ed: ff * G- 1 to denote the unit and counit of such 
a map. Let A* denote the (locally full) sub-bicategory of .H with the same objects and 
only those arrows which are maps. 
6.2. For a monad m on an object A in a bicategory JZ, we always denote the unit and 
multiplication by u] :1, =S m and /JU: mm 3 m. An m-algebra into X is a pair (a, a) where 
a: A + X is an arrow and cz: am * a is a 2-cell satisfying cr.ay = 1, and a.ap = cr.am. 
The category JH(A, X)Mn/(m*X) of m-algebras into X is the Eilenberg-Moore category 
for the monad &(m, X) on the category &(A, X). An m-algebra (a, a) into K presents 
that object as the Kleisli object of m if composition with (a,~) provides us with an 
equivalence 
A@, X) J =,@(A, X) Jz(m, X) 
for each object X. In fact a monad m is precisely a morphism of bicategories II + 4’, 
m-algebras into X are no more than lax cones under that diagram (with vertex X) and 
the Kleisli object of m (if it exists) it its lax (bi)colimit. 
6.3. Recall that an arrow in a category is called an extremal epic when it is epic, and 
any manic into its target, through which it factors, is invertible. 
A map e: A + B in JZ is called Cauchy dense when its counit ~,:ee* * lB is an 
extremal epic in the category M(B, B). It was essentially proved in Proposition 1 of 
[23] that the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) e: A + B is Cauchy dense; 
(b) the diagram 






ee*ee *A ee* E. 1s 
* E,ee 
is a coequaliser in JY(B,B); 
for all objects X, the functor JZ(e, X): &(B, X) -+ &(A, X) is conservative, in 
other words e is liberal as an arrow of .4? (cf. 2.1 and 2.2); 
the object B, arrow e and 2-cell a, e provide a Kleisli construction for the monad 
on A generated by e _I e*; 
the object B, arrow e* and 2-cell e* E, provide an Eilenberg-Moore construction 
for the monad on A generated by e _I e*; 
e* is conservative as an arrow of A. 
Proof. The equivalence of (b), (c) and (d) was given in Proposition 1 of [23]. The 
equivalence of (b), (e) and (f) follows from the same proposition, but this time 
interpreted in the dual bicategory Aop. That (b) implies (a) is trivial, since regular 
epics are extremal. It remains to see that (a) implies (b). 
Since composition preserves local epics, each me,: mee* * m is epic; so &(e, X) is 
faithful for all X when E, is epic. Take the coequaliser y: ee* + n of ee*E, and E,e* in 
&Z(B, B). Then there exists ,u: y1 * ls with E, = py. Since &!(e, B) takes the diagram of 
(b) to a split coequaliser and preserves the coequaliser y, we have that Fe is invertible. 
But &(e, B) is faithful, so p is manic. Finally if E, is extremal epic, it factors through 
the manic p, which is therefore invertible, proving that (a) implies (b). 0 
6.4. A map f: A -+ B is called fully faithful when its unit qs: lA *f*f is an isomor- 
phism in &(A, A). 
It was shown in Proposition 1 of [23] that each map f: A + B factors up to 
isomorphism as je where j is a fully faithful map and e is Cauchy dense. The map e is 
obtained by taking the Kleisli construction of the monad associated with the adjunc- 
tion f+ f * 
6.5. For each arrow m: A + B, there is a universal diagram 
in A; that is, the cocomma object (m, A) of m, lA exists. The 
from A to B is called the cone on m. To construct (m,B) 
construction for the monad (4 i,) on the coproduct A@B (cf. 
town @I, Cm, A), 80) 
one takes the Kleisli 
[29] for details of this 
matrix notation). It follows that dr and 8, are fully faithful maps such that 
(a,, 8,): A@B -+ (m, A) is Cauchy dense, the 2-cell m * 37 i3, induced by p is invert- 
ible, and a,* 8, is initial in &(B, A) (cf. [23, Proposition 11). When m = lA, note that 
(m, A) is the tensor product 2 * A of the category 2 with the object A E _/if. 
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More generally, Proposition 1 of [23] gives the construction for collages of 
morphisms of bicategories from a finite bicategory into 4. It was noted that the 
coprojections into a collage are maps, and an arrow out of a collage is a map precisely 
when its composite with all coprojections is a map. It was also noted, in Proposition 
3 of the same paper, that, if J%’ is a finitary cosmos (cf. 6.1 above) then so is dep. This 
follows from the fact, established there, that each collage in _& provides a collage for 
the corresponding morphism into Jop, by taking right adjoints of the coprojections 
and forming a lax cocone in Mop. In particular, coproducts are also products and 
Kleisli objects are also Eilenberg-Moore objects. For this reason we may use the 
“direct sum” notation AOB, for coproducts in A, and matrices to describe arrows 
between such coproducts. 
6.6. Let m be a monad on A and (a, a) be an m-algebra presenting K as a Kleisli object 
for m. If (f, I/) is an m-algebra into X withfa map, then there is an essentially unique 
map h: K + X with an isomorphism of m-algebras z: h(a, a) z (f, $). So the transpose 
m *f*fof $ under the adjunctionf+f* is invertible iff the transpose of hcc under the 











Since (a, R) presents the Kleisli object of m, we know that & is an isomorphism; 
furthermore a is Cauchy dense, so 6.3 implies that a is conservative and u* is liberal in 
J?‘. It follows that the bottom line of our calculation is an isomorphism iff the unit 
Q,: 1 * h* h is invertible. In other words the map h induced by (f; $) is fully faithful iff 
the transpose $:m *f*f is an isomorphism. 
6.7. As we observed (in 6.2) monads in ~.4! are precisely morphisms II + .,zY, we need to 
make explicit the notion of optransformation between such morphisms. Let (m, pL,, y,J 
and (n, p,,, qn) be monads on A and B respectively. A monad morphism (u, 4): m * n 
consists of an arrow U: A + B and a 2-cell 4 : urn + nu which is compatible with units 
and multiplications, in the sense that the diagrams 
/\ U;~~num~n~;“U 
urn -nu urn +nu 
4 
commute. We will often consider morphisms between monads on the same object 
A with u = lA; in that case we drop explicit mention of lA, so long as no confusion 
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could arise by doing so. We say that a monad morphism (u, 4) is strong if 4 is an 
isomorphism. Monad morphisms generalise algebras, for instance an m-algebra into 
X is precisely a monad morphism from m to the identity monad on X. 
Let (a,~) present K as the Kleisli object of m, and @,I)) present L as the Kleisli 
object of n. Using the compatibility conditions on 4, it is easily checked that the pair 
(bu, pu.b4) is an m-algebra into L; so there is an essentially unique arrow (u, 4): K -+ L 
with (u, 4) (a, E) E (bu, fiu./$), and this is a map if u is. 
If u is a map then the transpose of /Iu. b@: bum * bu, under the adjunction 
bu -f u* b*, can be obtained via the following calculation: 
bum b4 ,bnuAbu 
bib* 
urn 4 Bu pnu-b*bu 
uiu* 
7.m u*4J m-u*um-u*nu 
u*pu 
-u* b* bu 
Now (b, fl) displays a Kleisli object so /? is an isomorphism; therefore when u is fully 
faithful and (u, 4) is strong, the bottom line of this calculation is an isomorphism. But 
this is precisely the case considered in 6.6, and it follows that, under these conditions, 
(u, 4) is itself fully faithful. 
As an example consider the tensors 2 * A in 6.5 above, which were constructed by 
taking the Kleisli construction for a monad ( k yA) on ABA. For any arrowj: A + B, 
the canonical arrow 2* j: 2* A + 2* B that it induces may be described in terms of 
a monad morphism. This consists of an arrow ( jo :).A@ A+ BOB and the isomor- . 
phism 
Now suppose that j is a fully faithful map, then so is ( jo 3) (since its right adjoint is 
(j,* j9)withunit(: y, )), so the conditions of the last paragraph apply and therefore 2* j 
is fully faithful. 




exists iff is fully faithful and is preserved by the inclusion _4? * -+ A. Moreover, k is fully 
faithful. 
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Proof. First form B @ C and consider the matrix 
1, + fS* sf* fs* 
m= 
sf* 1, 
representing an endo-arrow on 
a monad with underlying arrow 
B @C. We define a candidate identity 2-cell, for 
m, as a matrix 
-( 
1B +fs*sf* fs* 
sf* lC 
where cO: 1, =S 1, +fg*gf* is the canonical coprojection, and !h:O =S h: X + Y de- 
notes the unique 2-cell into h from the initial object of .4(X, Y). To construct 
a multiplication 2-cell for this monad, first notice that (traditional) matrix composi- 
tion gives 
( 1s +fs*sf* fs* * = sf* 1C 1 
( 1s + 3@fs*sf* +fs*sf*fs*sf* 2efg* +fs*sf*fs* 2agf* + sf*fs*sf* lc + sf*fs* 1 
where 
nohdZ! h+h+ . . . +h 
n 
for n E N and any arrow h e&i’. We provide a multiplication p:m* am “compo- 
nentwise”, by supplying a 2-cell between each pair of corresponding matrix entries. 
These can be constructed by combining various fold maps V: no h =z= h and the 
composite 
(for which we need the assumption that f is fully faithful). For instance the first 
component is induced, via the universal property of lB + 3ofg*gf * + 
fg*gf *fg*gf *, by the 2-cells 
1, CO ’ 18 +fg*gf *> 
3 l fs*sf * V *fg*gf * cl f 1B +fg*gf *, 
fg*gf *fg*gf * fs*wf* ,fg*gf * Cl ’ 1s + fg*gf *> 
where L, and c1 are the canonical coprojections associated with lB + fg*gf *. The 
remaining components are defined as variations on this theme so we leave these 
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details, along with the verification that (m, p, V) is a monad, up to the reader. 
Consider the m-algebras into X. An arrow a: B @ C + X is determined by a row 
vector (b, c) of arrows b: B -+ X and c: C -+ X. Matrix multiplication gives 
am = (b c) 
1B +fs*sf* fs* 
gf* lc 
= (b + bfg*gf* + cgf* bfg* + c) 
so a 2-cell do : am + a is determined by giving 2-cells: 
q,:b >b, q:bfs*gf* *b, az:cgf * *b, 
cx,:bfg* =sc, ct4:c +c. 
Unravelling the definition of v, we see that the unit condition on (a, c() reduces to the 
stipulation that CQ, = 1, and ~1~ = 1,. Compatibility with p reduces to the commutati- 
vity of the following three diagrams: 
bfg*gf *a,Yf’_cgf * cgf *f g * 
hfs* 
-bfg* 
bfg *gf *fg *gf * 
%fs*sf* 
Bbf*gf* 




bfg *gg*gf * bfg*E SF - bfg *gf * +b 
B a1 
The first of these eliminates a,, so substitute for ~1~ in (13) (iii) and simplify (by applying 
triangle identities and (13) (ii)). A little effort reveals that the commutativity of our 




Now m2 and ~1~ correspond, under the adjunctions fjf * and g 4 g*, to 2-cells 
k2 : cg * bf and L?.~ : bf =z- cg respectively. Finally, by applying triangle identities, we 
may demonstrate that our remaining conditions (13) (ii) and (14) correspond to the 
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identities B,B3 = l,,,B, L& = l,,. Following the action of this construction on 2-cells, 
a process we leave up to the reader, it should be clear that we have constructed an 
equivalence 
Jtf(B @ c, x)“‘“*x’d =A(& X) x “fz(A X) A(C,X) 
By assumption there is a Kleisli object D, presented by an m-algebra (v, $), and let 
(h, k, &:hf z kg) be the corresponding cocone under (f, g), then we have a diagram 
///k;>x)\ 
A(B 0 c, X).K’“J) P JW4 X) x .#(A, X) A(C, X) 
where the diagonals are induced by (r, Ic/) and (h, k, 4) respectively. So the right-hand 
diagonal is an equivalence as well, which means that (h, k, 4) is the pseudopushout of 
f along g in A, and consequently in A* (since factoring through the Kleisli object 
D respects maps), as required. 
It is now easy to see that k is fully faithful, the monad m is isomorphic to that 
associated with v{r*, but Y*Y = (i:)(h “) = ( i: i :: i). So the compatibility of the 
isomorphism 
(:: ::):( 
‘B+$:gf* E)E(;; ; ;I ;) 
with the units y and ($vJ implies that qk = Q3, which is invertible. 0 
6.9. Theorem. A map e: A + B is Cauchy dense if, for all fully faithful maps j: X + Y, 
all maps u: A + X, v: B + Y, and all invertible 2-cells z :ju E ve, there exists a map 
w: B + X and an invertible 2-cell v:jw z v. 
Proof. ( a ) The map j is fully faithful, so we can form a composite isomorphism 
flju j*5 
2 = u&j*juLj*ve 
which we use to make u into an m-algebra, where m is the monad associated with e, by 
supplementing it with a 2-cell: 
le*e .-I n 
1 .i*e,e 
c(= ue”e~j*vee*e~j*ve 5u 
But e is Cauchy dense, which means that (e, E, e) presents B as the Kleisli object of m, 
therefore there is an essentially unique arrow w: B -+ X such that w(e, e,e) z (u, LX). 
Furthermore, Kleisli objects in J& respect maps so w is a map since u is. 
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Notice that LX is defined to ensure that the 2-cell z:ju E ue gives an isomorphism of 
m-algebras (into Y) between j(~, a) = (j~,jc() and v(e, E, e) = (ve, UE, e). It follows that 
jw(e, .s,e) z j( u, E) r u(e, E, e), or in other words the maps jw and v are obtained by 
factoring the same m-algebra through the limiting algebra (e, e,e), so the essential 
uniqueness of such factorings implies that jw g v as required. 
(-=) Consider the condition on e in the statement of the theorem. From the fact 
thatj is fully faithful we can infer more about the induced map w: B -+ Y. For instance, 
if w’ : B --f Y is another map along with an isomorphism v’ : jw’ z v, then the composite 
demonstrates that w z w’. Reasoning similarly, the composite 
ljwe j*ve j*r ‘l,Y1u 
we L j *jwe A * J veLj*ju Lu 
provides an isomorphism 4: we g u, which satisfies the pasting identity 
“““” = .“yj 
V 
X------Y x - --Y 
j j 
So suppose that e is a map satisfying the condition in the statement of this theorem. 
We know that there is a factorisation e z ju, with j: C + B fully faithful and u:A + C 
Cauchy dense, so setting v = 1, we may “fill the diagonal” to get a map w: B -+ C and 
isomorphisms v:jw z lg, 5: we g u. But the composite 
vjkj j*vj si I 
wj A j *jwj Lj*jLl, 
demonstrates that wj E l,, so j is an equivalence with inverse w. Therefore e, as 
a composite of this equivalence and the Cauchy dense map u, is itself Cauchy 
dense. 0 
6.10. Proposition 6.8 gives examples of pseudopushouts of maps which exist in any 
finitary cosmos, but in order to get all such pseudopushouts we need to adopt extra 
assumptions. An example of a finitary cosmos without pseudopushouts of maps is the 
bicategory of categories and profunctors internal to any elementary topos which lacks 
a natural numbers object. 
6.11. If r:A -+ A is an endo-arrow on A then an r-algebra into X, (a, O), consists of an 
arrow a: A + X and a 2-cell 19: UY a a. A morphism 5 : (a, 8) =E- (a’, 0’) of r-algebras into 
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X consists of a 2-cell < : a =s- a’ such that 5.8 = 8’. tr. For each X we get a category 
Alg (Jz’) (r, X) of r-algebras into X, and their morphisms. 
An algebraically free monad on an endo-arrow r: A + A is a monad m on A and 
a 2-cell 2 : r =S m such that, for each object X, the functor 
A(,$ X).X(d) ’ ) AkW;e)(r, W 





-(a’, Q’ a’n) 
is an isomorphism. This condition is not really as strong as it might seem, if lis an 
equivalence it is easily demonstrated that it must necessarily be an isomorphism. 
We dejine an iterative cosmos to be a finitary cosmos in which each endo-arrow has 
an algebraically free monad upon it. 
6.12. In a finitary cosmos, the algebraically free monad m upon an endo-arrow 
r : A + A is also free, in the sense that if n is another monad on A, and 5 : r = n is any 
2-cell, then there is a unique monad morphism 4: m =z. n with 4 .A = 5. 
To prove this, first fix algebras (a,a), presenting K as a Kleisli object for m, and 
(b, p), presenting L as a Kleisli object for ~1. Then (b, /I. b 5) is an r-algebra, so there is an 
m-algebra (b, y) such that y. b2 = /I. b< and, since (a, M) is Kleisli, there is an (essentially 
unique) map c: K + L such that c(a, E) E (b,y). But the adjoint transposes of 
a:am * a, p: bn =S b provide us with isomorphisms m E a*a, n E b*b, so define 4 to 
be the composite: 
a*q a 
mAa*a&aa*c*caAb*b Ln ’ 
We leave it up to the reader to check that this is indeed a monad morphism, and the 
unique such with t = 4.1. 
6.13. An endo-arrow r: A + A together with a 2-cell p: 1, * r is called a pointed 
endo-arrow on A. An (r,p)-algebra into X is an r-algebra (a, 0) into X satisfying 
B.ap = l,, and there is a category Alg (JH) ((r, p), X) of (r, p)-algebras into X. We say 
that a monad m on A is the algebraically free monad on (r,p) if there is a 2-cell 
2:r * m, with 2.p = q, such that the obvious functor 
&(A, X)&@‘, x, 
n 
’ AM4 ((r, P), X) 
is an isomorphism for each object X. In a finitary cosmos M it is again true that an 
algebraically free monad on a pointed endo-arrow is free in the usual sense. 
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If a pointed endo-arrow (r,p) satisfies the extra condition rp = pr then it is called 
well pointed (cf. [lo]). 
6.14. Remark. Suppose that (m, p, yl) and (n, K, z) are monads on A E&, and the 
2-cells &, 4r : II 5 m are a reflexive pair of monad morphisms (so there is some 2-cell 
[:m =c-n with &,.[ = 4i.c = 1,). F orm the coequaliser /3: m =a t of this pair in 
a(A, A), then the compatibility of &,, ~$i with the multiplications of n and m ensures 
that we get a serially commutative diagram: 
The preservation of such local coequalisers by composition in A, along with the 
reflexivity condition on our pair, allow us to show that the top line of this diagram is 
a coequaliser (cf. [8, Lemma 0.171) which explains the existence of the induced 
(dashed) 2-cell 0. This, along with a unit fl. q: lA +- t, makes t into a monad, and 
/I becomes a morphism of monads (m, p, y) =S (t, cr, p.q). In fact t is the coequaliser of 
&, 41 in the category of monads on A. 
Given any morphism of monads 4 : n + m, we get a functor 
&(/I, X)-//‘“, -V 
6 
> _M (A, x)“(n, x, 
(a, a) I +(a,a.4) 
for each object X. An important property of the coequaliser constructed in the last 
paragraph is that the diagram 
is a strict (2-categorical) equaliser of categories, for each X. This follows directly from 
the assumption that local coequalisers are preserved by composition in .&. 
In what follows we will not want to apply this result to reflexive pairs, but pairs 
where (n, K, z) is the algebraically free monad on some endo-arrow r : A + A. To do so 
we take the coproduct of arrows Y + m in Jll(A, A), and let (n’, K’, 7’) be the algebraic- 
ally free monad on r + m, as presented by a 2-cell,?’ : r + m a n’. Using the universal 
properties of algebraically free monads and coproducts, we can demonstrate a natural 
bijection between monad morphisms 4:n =s- m and @:n’ am with $‘.A’.cm = 1, 
(where c,:m =z- r + m is the coprojection of m into r + m). So from 40, 4r we get 
a reflexive pair &,, 4; :n’ -m, to which we may apply the above; the resulting 
coequaliser is also that of the pair we started with. Finally, it is easily checked that the 
strict equaliser of (16) arises from the corresponding one for the pair (&,, 4;). 
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6.15. Proposition. For a jinitary cosmos JZ the following are equivalent: 
(a) any endo-arrow r admits an algebraically free monad thereon; 
(b) any pointed endo-arrow (r, p) admits an algebraically free monad thereon; 
(c) any well-pointed endo-arrow (r, p) admits an algebraically free monad thereon. 
Proof. (a) a(c) Suppose that (r, p) is a well-pointed endo-arrow on A (as in (c)), then 
(a) ensures that we may form an algebraically free monad m upon the endo-arrow r, 
presented by a 2-cell /I: r * m. Also let iA denote the algebraically free monad on the 
identity lA, as presented by v: lA 3 iA. Now m has two points, its unit u] : lA * m and 
the composite /z.p: lA *m, so the freeness property of i,, as given in 6.12, implies that 
we get unique monad morphisms &,, ~$r : iA am with &.v = y, 4r.v = Il.p. Taking 
the coequaliser of 4O and 4r we get a monad (t,cr,i) and a map B.13.:~ =S t. 
cf. Remark 6.14. 
Now we form a serially commutative diagram 
in which the upper line is the strict equaliser from diagram (16). To calculate the 
actions of FO, F1 we use the defining equations Fin”= CJi, = 6, along with the fact 
that 1 is an isomorphism. The equalities that we used to define #O and (bI imply that 
4$=qand;b7v=A7 b t’f( )’ p, u 1 a,a IS an m-algebra then a.an = 1, so Q(a,a) = (a, l,), 
also n?p(a, a) = (a,(u.a;l).ap). Now if (a, (3) is an r-algebra, there is a unique m-algebra 
(a, a) with 0 = CI. aL, and we get 
F&, d) = F&a, a) = (a, 0, 
F,(a, 0) = F,x(a, a) = (a,(u.aL).ap) = (a, 8.a~). 
The functor p!? provides us with an isomorphism between .&!(A, X)&(‘, x, and the 
strict equaliser of FO and F,, but our descriptions of these functors reveal that this is 
the full subcategory of r-algebras (a, a) with 1, = a.aI, or in other words the category 
of (r,p)-algebras. This is precisely what is needed to prove that fi.2 presents t as the 
algebraically free monad on the (well-)pointed endo-arrow (r, p), cf. 6.13. 
(c) * (b) Let (r, p) be a pointed endo-arrow on A. Form the cone on r 
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Now we define t: (r, A) + (r, A), via the universal property of (r, A), to be the 
essentially unique arrow with isomorphisms 8 : tv E w, 4: tu GI v such that 
y.r~$ = tl.tw. This has a point z: 1, 3 t defined, (again) via the universal property of 
(r,A), by 0.~7 = y.vp and 4.~7 = w’up. One easily sees that tz = zt, and the 
category of (t, z)-algebras into X is equivalent to that of (r, p)-algebras into X. So an 
algebraically free monad on (t, z) gives one on (r, p). Compare with [lo, Section 17.1 
p. 501. 
(b) *(a) If r:A+ A then t = lA + r:A + A becomes pointed by the coprojection 
z: 1, *t; moreover, the category of r-algebras into X is equivalent to that of 
(t, z)-algebras into X. So an algebraically free monad on (t, z) gives one on r. 0 
6.16. The axioms for an iterative cosmos are chosen to be finitary, but if we are willing 
to allow ourselves some countable local colimits we may construct algebraically free 
monads in a straightforward manner. For instance, if .& has countable local co- 
products (which, as usual, are assumed to be preserved by composition) then 
the algebraically free monad on an endo-arrow r: A + A can be constructed as 
CZEO r”. 
An application of the last proposition is to showing that weaker infinitary assump- 
tions suffice to ensure that a finitary cosmos is iterative. Suppose that JZ has local 
colimits indexed by the ordered set of natural numbers, then the algebraically free 
monad on any well-pointed endo-arrow (r, p) can be obtained by taking the colimit of 
the chain: 
P rP 2 rzP r3P 4 1*-r-r -r3-r r4P -, . . . 
But Proposition 6.15 ensures that, in establishing that _&Z is iterative, we need only 
check that well-pointed endo-arrows have free monads. 
There are, of course, many finitary cosmoi which are iterative without satisfying any 
infinitary conditions. For instance, by arguing along the lines of [S, Section 6.41, we 
see that the finitary cosmos Prof (L?), of categories and profunctors internal to any 
elementary topos d with natural numbers object, is iterative. 
6.17. Proposition. AJinitary cosmos -+4? is iterative ifthe associated bicategory of maps 
&!* has pseudopushouts, and they are preserved by the inclusion &!* + A. 
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Proof. (e) Let r be an endo-arrow on A. First form the cone on Y 
then take the pseudopushout 
(U> 4
I E rk i 
<r, A)TP 
in _4Y*, which is also a pseudopushout in J%! (since A* + JZ preserves 
pseudopushouts). So the category M(P, X) is equivalent to a category whose objects 
are pairs (p, z) where p: (r, A) + X is an arrow and z:pu E pu an invertible 2-cell. In 
turn, by using the universal property of the cone (r, A), we see that this latter category 
is equivalent to the category of r-algebras into X. 
In 6.5 it was noted that (u, v): A @ A + (r, A) is Cauchy dense, that is to say liberal 
in A; but any pseudopushout of a liberal is again liberal, so k is Cauchy dense as well. 
Now 6.3 shows that if m is the monad associated with k _t k*, then (k, Ed k) presents P as 
the Kleisli object of m. So, composing the consequent equivalence 
.h’(A, X)-“- x) E .M(P,X) with d(P,X) E Alg(&)(r, X) from the last paragraph, 
we get an equivalence which is easily shown to be induced by the obvious 2-cell 
A: r =E= m. This is precisely what is required to prove that m is the algebraically free 
monad on r. 
( a ) To construct the pseudopushout of the pair of maps f: A + B, g : A + C, we 
first form the coproduct B @ C, and consider the endo-arrow r upon it, determined by 
the matrix 
r = (gF* :I), 
which has an obvious point: 
By assumption, and Proposition 6.15, there is a monad (m, ,u, y) and a 2-cell 2: r * m 
(with 2.p = q) displaying m as the algebraically free monad on (r,p). Using the 
universal property of B @ C, it is easily shown that the category of (r, p)-algebras into 
X is equivalent to a category with objects consisting of a pair of arrows b: B + X, 
c:C-+ X, and an action O:(bc)r +(bc) compatible with the point p. But 
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(b c)r = (b + cgf* bfg* + c), so 19 corresponds to a family of 2-cells 
f3,:b =sb, 0,:~ =sc, &:cgf* e-b, B,:bfg* =ac 
and compatibility with the point p corresponds to saying that B0 = lb and 8r = 1,. So 
the category of m-algebras, which is isomorphic to the category of (r, p)-algebras, is 
equivalent to a category of pairs (b c) equipped with 2-cells iz : cg * bf, e^, : bf * cg 
(these correspond to 02, (!I3 under the adjunctionsf_If*, g 4 g*). Somehow we must 
take a quotient of m, thereby imposing conditions ensuring that 8, and 8, are mutual 
inverses. 
To this end, consider the endo-arrow 
r2 = 
( 
1s +fs*sf* 2*fg* 
2egf* lc + slf*js* > 
and the new matrix 
There are two canonical 2-cells $e,$r :s * r2, given by matrices (fz” i,) (i = 0, l), the 
first with non-trivial components 
c 
$00 =ff* 
Es - 1BL 1s +fs*sf*, 
l+bOl = gg*Ey1 
Co 
c- lc + sf*fs* . 
and the second with 
$10 =ff*- f%f* fg*gf* Cl - 1s +fs*sf *r 
94,9* 
$11 = gg* gf*fs* c1 - lc + sf*fs* . 
Let (n, K, r) be the algebraically free monad on s, displayed by a 2-cell v: s a n. By 
composing Go, 11/r with the 2-celi p.1’ : r2 * m, then applying the freeness property of 
n described in 6.12, we get monad morphisms &,,41 :n *m such that &,.v = ~.12’.$~ 
and 4,.v = ,u.A2.$r. 
Now, following Remark 6.14, we take the coequaliser of &,, c#+, thereby obtaining 
a new monad t and a serially commutative diagram 
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in which the upper line is the strict equaliser from diagram (16). To work out the 
action of F,, (resp. F,) on (r, p)-algebras, consider the action of L& = F$(i = 0,l) on an 
m-algebra (a, a): 
F$(LZ,a) = (UyX.a($i’V)) 
= (a,a.a(p.l”‘.rC/l)) (definition of +i) 
= (U,a’am’U~“U~i) ((a, a) is an m-algebra) 
= (U,a'(a'Ui)m.Ur~'U~i) 
= (U,(a.U~)'(a'U/Z)r.U~i) (middle four interchange). 
But X(a, a) = (a, a.&), and I is an isomorphism, so for each (r, p)-algebra (a, 0) there 
exists an m-algebra (a, U) with 0 = a.&, and therefore Fi(U, (3) = 
;&(a,~) = (~,(a.~;l).(a.~~)r.U~i)= (~,Q~&~ull/i). Itfollowsthatthefunctor @identi- 
fies &!(A, X)Mx(t* x, with the full subcategory of Alg (J&‘)((r,p), X), on those (r, p)- 
algebras (a,@ with @~&~a$0 = 8~Or~ut,!~,. 
Recall that we have already re-expressed the category Alg(Jll)((r, p), X) (up to 
equivalence) by using the universal property of B @ C. For a pair cc arrows b : B -+ X, 
c:C+ X we have 
(b c)?z (b c) 1s +fg*gf* wg* 
2.gf * L + gf*fg* 
E (b + bfg*gf* + 2.cgf* 2*bfg* + c + cgf*fg*) 
and the 2-cell 8.h = (b c)r2 + (b c) may be given in terms of six components: 
b 
lb 
bb, bfg*gf*x cgf* 8, b, 
2wgj-* v e - cgf *Ab, 2@bfg* - ’ bfg*8)c, 
cgf *fg* - 
82fg* bfg * ‘3 ,c, 1, 
C ,C 
Similarly (b c)s = (bff * egg”), so an s-algebra structure on (b c) consists of a pair of 
2-cells bff * => b, egg* * c. Finally, putting all this together with the definitions of ij0 
and $r, we see that the equation tl~Qr.u$,, = 6~th~u$~~ reduces to the commutativity 
of diagrams: 
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Compare these with conditions (13) (ii) and (14) in (the proof of) Proposition 6.8. The 
rest is identical to that proof, our conditions correspond to the identities 8, I!?, = 1 and 
e,a, = 1, and we get an equivalence 
A(B @3 c, X)“Q x) - J@(B,X) XACA x) d(C, Xl 
from which we infer that the Kleisli object of the monad t provides us with 
a pseudopushout off along g. 0 
Finally we come to the principal result of this section: 
6.18. Theorem. If A? is an iterative cosmos then A* is a modulated bicategory. 
Proof. In showing that A* is modulated we must first show that (A*)“” is faithfully 
conservational (cf. Definitions 2.18 and 2.25). Recall the comments in 6.5; tensors with 
2! and terminal objects are both examples of collages, so A& possesses these. But 
collages respect maps so these are also the corresponding colimits in J&! *. Proposition 
6.17 provides A* with pseudopushouts, which are also preserved by J&Z‘* -+ A, so 
Theorem 1.14 implies that A?‘* has all finite colimits and that they are preserved by the 
inclusion A%‘* + M. This serves to establish 2.18(i). 
The truth of the remaining conditions hinge on identifying the classes of liberals and 
strong conservatives in .M*. Following 2.3 we know that a map e: A + B is liberal iff 







But all finite colimits are preserved by .A* + A, so this diagram is mapped to the 
corresponding one in A’, and this is a pseudopushout in _&’ iff it is so in .A!*. In other 
words the liberal arrows in .A* are precisely those maps which are liberal as arrows in 
A; these are in turn exactly the Cauchy dense maps (by 6.3). 
We know that A?* has tensors with 2, so for a map to be strong conservative it need 
only satisfy (the appropriate dual of) of the “fill in” property of 2.13, with respect to 
the Cauchy dense maps. Theorem 6.9, and comments contained in its proof, demon- 
strate that fully faithful maps are certainly strong conservatives, but suppose con- 
versely thatf: A + B is a strong conservative map. We know that it factors as r :f g je 
with e: A + B Cauchy dense and j: B -+ C fully faithful, so the diagonal “fill in” 
property, for f relative to e, gives w, 5 and v in: 
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But j is fully faithful, so we have the composite isomorphism 
Vjew 
j*T-lW j*v q’ 
ewAj*jewAj*fw Aj*jAIB 
which, along with 5, establishes that w is an equivalence inverse to e. Since f is 
a composite of a fully faithful map and an equivalence, it is itself fully faithful. Our 
factorisation of maps, into a fully faithful following a Cauchy dense, now becomes that 
satisfying axiom 2.18(iv). 
Proposition 6.8, which constructed pseudopushouts of fully faithful maps, shows 
that axiom 2.18(ii) holds; meanwhile 6.7 demonstrates that ifj is fully faithful so is p*j, 
as required by 2.18(iii). Cauchy dense maps are clearly faithful arrows in (A*)““, 
which completes the verification that this bicategory is faithfully conservational. 
All that remains for us is to check the modulation axioms of 5.2. The first is easy, 
since the cocomma object of a pair of maps f: A + B and g : A + C may be constructed 
as the collage of the arrow gf * : B + C, and we observed in 6.5 that the coprojections 
into such a collage are fully faithful maps. 
Finally we verify 5.2(vi), let a = (al a2 a3) : Ai @ AZ @ A, + X be Cauchy dense and 
j,(e,, er3) E (~~a,), j,(e,, ez3) g (a, u3) and j,(e,, es2) E (a1 u2) be the required fac- 
torisations into fully faithful maps following Cauchy dense ones. Suppose now that 
f: X + K is a map such that fj, is fully faithful for m = 1,2,3. Since a is Cauchy 
dense, the map f is determined by the u*u-algebra structure on fu E 
(fulfu,fu,):A, @A, 0 A, + K which has adjoint transpose (underfu+u*f*) given 
by the 3 x 3 matrix 
For each pair 1 I k,l< 3 pick 14 m < 3 with m # k,l; then al E j,,,eml and a: g ezk jz so 
it follows that a: u], al is invertible iff ezk j,* qr j, e,l is. Of course both j, andfj, (which 
has unit jz q,-j,. Y]jm) are fully faithful, by assumption, so jz qJjm is an isomorphism. In 
summary each component of our matrix is invertible, implying that the 2-cell it 
represents is also invertible, and therefore we can apply 6.6 to infer that f itself is fully 
faithful. 0 
6.19. Qf particular interest is the special case wherein we restrict our bicategories to 
be locally ordered, meaning that each horncategory is a partially ordered set (which we 
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consider to be a category in the usual way). A bicategory Y? is called idyllic when it is 
modulated, locally ordered and each liberal arrow is pseudoepic. 
Of course we should provide examples of idyllic bicategories; to fill in the details of 
the following construction we refer the reader to [6]. Let &’ be a regular category, there 
is a bicategory Idl(b) whose objects are the (partially) ordered objects in d, whose 
arrows are ideals, and whose local ordering is by “inclusion” of ideals. The composite 
of two ideals is that customary for relations. We also have a locally ordered bicategory 
Ord(b) with the same objects, but with arrows which are order preserving functions, 
which are themselves ordered “pointwise”. Finally, there is a canonical homomor- 
phism ( )* :Ord(&‘) + Idl(d), which acts as the identity on objects; the ideal f. has 
a right adjoint f* for each arrow f E Ord(b). 
If & is an elementary topos with natural numbers object then it is easily demon- 
strated that Idl(d) is an iterative cosmos. The finite colimits of & provide local finite 
colimits and global finite bicategorical coproducts. A monad R on the ordered object 
(A,<) is precisely a transitive relation on A containing 5. So (A, R) is an object of 
Idl(B) and the identity on A is an order preserving function (A, 5) + (A, R); the 
associated adjunction of ideals presents (A, R) as the Kleisli object of I. Finally the 
algebraically free monad upon an endo-ideal I on (A, <) is simply the smallest 
transitive relation on A containing both I and I, which may be constructed by 
recursion as in [S, Section 6.31. 
We now apply Theorem 6.18 and thereby infer that the category of maps Idl(E)* is 
a modulated bicategory. Since Idl(&) is locally ordered the Cauchy dense maps in 
Idl(b), which are the liberal arrows of Idl(d)*, are precisely those with counit an 
equality. So these are split epics in Idl(&‘), which implies that they are pseudoepic, both 
in there and in Idl(&)*. This completes the proof that Idl(b)* is idyllic. 
In fact, Ord(B) is also idyllic with DFib(Ord(d)“P)c”“P = Idl(d). However 
(see [6, Corollary 4]), we have Ord(&) = Idl(b)* iff & satisfies the axiom of 
choice. 
6.20. Theorem 6.18 allows us to apply the constructions of previous sections to JZ* 
for any iterative cosmos JZ. In fact [22], which deals specifically with enriched 
categories, and [19], which concerns a generalisation to a cosmos-like setting, show 
that the bicategory DFib(&*) is canonically equivalent to the dual &Coop. The 
novelty in our approach is the introduction of a factorisation system, with which to 
make sense of the composition of discrete fibrations. Earlier work used equinverters 
for this task, not altogether successfully. 
Following the work of the last section we might like to prove a converse to the last 
theorem. In other words, starting with a comodulated bicategory X we ask ourselves 
the question “is DFib(X)CooP an iterative cosmos?’ Our work has already made a step 
in this direction, by establishing that DFib(X)C“oP has local finite colimits and 
collages of arrows. It seems unlikely however that the answer to our question will be in 
the affirmative, with the principal task becoming that of adding axioms on X to force 
the existence of free monads and more general collages in DFib(X)Co“P. 
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A related question, which we have not discussed here, is that of determining the 
bicategory of maps in DFib(X). Ideally we would like this to be X itself, which it 
certainly contains, but again we may need further axioms to force equality. 
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